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ABSTRACT 

Nuclear charge form factors of ^He and "̂ He have been calculated with 

configuration mixing up to 3huj in the first-order perturbation theory. It is 

observed that only (2^) excitation contributes to the nuclear form factor, all other 

states contributions vanish. 

We have shown that the mixing configuration in ''He and '*He which is due to 

residual two-body interaction is important. The residual interaction being used is 

Reid Soft Core type which gives correct excitation energy of '*He of the first 

excited state. The admixture coefficients of the order of 8% for ^He and 12% for 

'*He nucHde are obtained. The configuration mixing improves the form factor 

substantially over the one without any configuration mixing for both ^He and ^He 

nucfide for low momentum transfer. Short-Range-Correlation (SRC) of Jastrow 

type when invoked improves the agreement of calculations with the experimental 

data to some larger momentum transfer but does not reproduce the second 

minimum. At large momentum transfer the electron scattering from these light 

nuclide is able to give finer details of the interior features of the nucleons within 

the nucleus, where quark degrees of freedom seem to be important. D-state with 

SRC has shown second minimum and third maximum, though much smaller. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The search for the ultimate building blocks of the matter has always been a 

central issue in physics. As our understanding of physical facts improves, our view 

changes. There was a time when the atom was considered as an indivisible entity 

and the basic building block of the matter, but now with the invent of high energy 

technology our views about the constituents of matter have changed considerably. 

At present the accepted view is that the basic building blocks of all the matter 

are quarks and leptons, except the particles that mediate the interactions between 

them, like photons, W^ and Z^ bosons and gluons. An atom is still the smallest 

particle representing an element. The atom consists of a nucleus and electron(s) 

around it. 

The fact that the size of the nucleus is far smaller compared with that of an 

atom, was established before there was much else known about the nucleus. Before 

1911, the model of an atom that embodied most of the observations known at that 

time consisted of a uniform distribution of the positive charge throughout the 

entire volume of the radius ~ 10~^° m occupied by the atom. If this were true, the 

scattering of a charged particle, like an alpha particle would only experience 

Coulomb scattering with the cross section given by the Rutherford formula: 



{'T~) Rutherford — 

{'T~)Rutherford = 

e^'zZ 

4T 3in^(e/2) 

ahczZ 1 
(1.1) 

4T sin\e/2) 

where z is the charge number of the projectile and is equal to two for the alpha 

particle, Z is the number of protons in the target nucleus, T is the kinetic energy 

of the alpha particle in the center of mass system and a is the fine structure 

constant. Since the angular distribution is proportional to sin~^(^/2), where 9 is 

the scattering angle, most of the alpha particles were expected to emerge in a 

small forward cone [1]. 

When scattering was carried out on thin foils of gold, the fact that many more 

alpha particles were observed at large scattering than expected, led to the 

conclusion that the positively charged nucleus was concentrated at a very small 

part of the volume occupied by the atom. After the discovery of neutron by 

Chadwick, it was believed that atomic nucleus consists of two kinds of heavy 

particles, namely protons and neutrons. They can be treated simply as two 

different states (of the isospin quantum number) of the same particle called by the 

same name nucleon, a proton having a spin up while neutron having a spin down. 

The isospin raising (lowering) operator acting upon a nucleon state vector raises 

(lowers) the isospin quantum number of the state vector thereby changing a proton 

into a neutron and vice versa. Both have approximately the same mass, each being 
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about 1840 times the mass of an electron. This suggested that almost all the mass 

of an atom resides in its nucleus of radius of about lO'^'^m. The net charge on a 

neutron is zero whereas protons bear a net positive charge equal in magiutude to 

the negative charge of an electron. The fact that nucleons are confined to such a 

small region of space suggests the presence of a very strong attractive force holding 

them together, overcoming the Coulomb repulsion due to the positive electrical 

charge on the protons. 

When the kinetic energy of the quantum particle is increased the de Broglie 

wave length (A = ^ / p , where h is Plank's constant and p = mv is momentum of 

the projectile) associated with that particle decreases and the scattering becomes 

more sensitive not only to the finite size of the projectile and the target, but also 

to the nuclear force interacting between the nucleons [1]. When the energy of the 

probe is so high that the de Broglie wave length becomes smaller than the size of 

the nucleon, the scattering becomes sensitive to the charge cfistribution within 

each individual nucleon, and its constituents. 

With the help of more energetic and fighter particles, finer details of the target 

nuclei/nucleons can be revealed. For instance, in electron scattering at low energy, 

surface features of the target, e.g., the charge radius is accurately observed. At 

higher energy nucleon structure, the meson current and nucleon and meson 

interaction display their effect. At still higher energies, quark degrees of freedom 

and nucleon resonances may play an important role. 



1.1 Scattering Cross Section 

The usual means for determining the size and shape of an object is to examine 

the radiations scattered from it. To see the object and its details, the wavelength 

of the radiation must be smaller than the dimensions of the object; otherwise the 

effects of diffraction will partially or completely obscure the image. For nuclei, 

with a diameter of about 10 fm, we require A < 10 / m , corresponding to 

momentum p > 100 MeV/c. Beams of electrons with energies 100 MeV to 1 GeV 

can be produced with high energy accelerators, such as the Stanford Linear 

Accelerator, and can be analyzed with a precise spectrometer to select only those 

electrons that are elasticaUy scattered from the selected nuclear target. 

The nuclear charge distribution is studied in terms of the form factor or 

scattering cross section. The cross section is a measure of the relative probabifity 

for the scattering to occur. If we have a detector placed to record particles 

scattered in the direction (^, (j)) with respect to the beam direction, the detector 

defines a small sofid angle dO, at the scattering center. 

1.1.1 Experimental Procedure 

In a typical experimental setup, the electron beam from an accelerator is 

scattered by a target. In Figure 1.1, iV denotes the target nuclei and the electrons 

are incident on it along the direction PiV, which is chosen as the z-axis of the 

coordinate system fixed in the laboratory. These electrons are scattered in all 



Figure 1.1: Setup for measuring differential cross section 

possible directions. We consider scattering in one direction, i.e., NP' which makes 

an angle 6 with the direction of the incident beam. A detector, set up at a distance 

r from the scattering center, subtends a finite sofid angle duj at N, It counts the 

scattered electrons proceeding per uidt time along the direction d, through the 

sofid angle du) (i.e., across the element of an area r^du))., with certain efiiciency. 

An independent knowledge of this efiiciency enables one to calculate the total 

number of electrons Na scattered per unit time within the sofid angle du) in the 

direction 0 to be determined. What is obtained in this way is obviously not the 

scattering due to one target nucleus, but rather that due to all the nucleons 

contained within the volume of the target defined by the thickness i, along the 

z-direction, and the area A, marked by the cross section of the incident beam. The 

total number of the target nuclei NT responsible for the scattering is therefore 

given by Atp^ where p is the density of nucleons in the target material. Similarly 
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the total number of electrons can be specified in terms of the number of particles 

NR incident per unit time of the beam. The latter quantity is called the flux of the 

particles. If we divide Ns first by N T and then by Np and also by the sofid angle 

(2n, we get probabifity per uiut time of the scattered electrons at an angle 6 with 

uiut sofid angle, for a single scattering center and for uiut incident flux of the 

electrons. This experimentally measured quantity is known as the differential cross 

section the integral of this quantity over all the angles is called total integrated 

cross-section. 

Form factor can be obtained by dividing (d<r/dQ)exp by (da/dQ)Motti i-c, 

where (da-/dQ)Mott means Mott differential cross section, which is obtained by 

considering target as a point particle. 

Scattering of high energy spin-1/2 projectiles was studied by Mott. The 

differential cross section for scattering electrons off point-charged particles given 

by Mott formula. 

ahcZE 

2p^c^3in^(e/2) 
Y[l - l3hin\e/2) (1.4) 



where E = y/[(pc)^ -\- (nieC^)^] is the total relativistic energy of the incident 

electron, and jS = v/c. In the nonrelativistic Hmit E « mgC^ and the kinetic energy 

T of the electron becomes 

T = p^/2me. (1.5) 

This leads to 

for 

E 

2p^c ,2^2 4T 

V < c and P —> 0 

eq. (1.11) reduces to eq . ( l . l ) , i.e.. 

(1.6) 

Rutherford 

for V « c, 
Mott 

(1.7) 

i.e., for low energy, Mott formula reduces to Rutherford formula. 

1.1.2 Theoretical Method 

Theoretically form factor can be calculated by considering the momentum 

transfer q of an electron (projectile) during scattering. The scattering ampfitude 

f(6) for the scattering of a particle of mass m by a potential V(r) is given by [3] 

f(e) = l/47r / exp(-iP'.v) V(T) i)(v)S (1.8) 

where 
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«(>•) = - 1 ? ^ ( r ) (1.9) 

and ^ ( r ) is the exact wave function of the incident particle. The quantity P ' 

represents the final momentum of the scattered particle. In the first Born 

approximation, the exact wave function is substituted by the incident plane wave 

exp(iP.r) , where P is the initial momentum of the incident particle, and we can 

write 

fB(e) = l/47r / exp(-iP'.T) v(r) exp(iP.T) d^r. (1.10) 

We first apply Born approximation formula to the scattering of an electron by 

a point charge. The attractive Coulomb potential is given by Ze^/r and so 

f\ 2mZe2 

When this potential is substituted in (1.6), it shows that form factor /fi(^) is the 

Fourier Transform of 1/r: 

where q is the momentum transfer (P — P ' ) . When | P | = |P ' | = P , we easily 

obtain 

q = 2Psin(e/2) (1.13) 



(a) (b) 

Figure 1.2: Elastic Scattering of Electrons from a point mass 

where 6 is the angle between P and P ' as is obvious from Fig. 1.2. 

Therefore in Born approximation scattering ampfitude of an electron scattered 

by the Coulomb potential exerted by the extended charge distribution of the 

nucleus can be written as 

^(9') = / Pir) exp(iq.T) d\, (1.14) 

i.e., nuclear charge form factor can also be written as Fourier Transfonn of the 

charge density p(r). 

1.2 Nuclear Form Factor 

The charge distributions of the nuclei have been investigated by means of 

scattering of electrons in considerable detail. Elastic electron scattering funushes 

information on the radial variation of the static charge density of the nuclei in 
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their ground state. In scattering electrons from a nuclear target let us assume that 

the target nucleus consists of Z number of protons each of charge e. Let 

^ i ( i = 0,1,2...) be the wave function of the nucleus contaiiung the coordinates 

Rk{}^ = 1,2, ...Z) of all the protons. Let $o be the ground state wave function of 

the target nucleus. Let r be the electron position vector. The Coulomb energy of 

interaction is given by 

^^ = ̂ 'E^r^- (1-15) 

The potential V is responsible for an electron to make a jump from its initial state 

^0 of momentum P Q and the energy EQ to a final state ^ / of momentum P / and 

energy Ef. The matrix element for such a transition is given by [5,6,7] 

Tfo = e2/*}(Rifc)$)(r)X:*o(Rik)*o(r)(f"r(f^Rfc. (1.16) 

In Born approximation, the electron's wave function can be used as normafized 

plane waves given by 

$ ( r ) = e^(P') (1.17) 

= e'̂ ^-') (1.18) 

where k is called the wave number, given by 

p = hk. (1.19) 

(The wave vector k must not be confused with the proton number k). 
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The validity of the Born approximation in Coulomb scattering is given by [8] 

7/ < < 1 

77 is called the Sommerfeld number, such that 

Zx Z^e^ , ^ 
7/ - ^ 7 - (1.20) 

Z\e is the charge on the incident particle (projectile), ^26 is the charge on the 

target nucleus and v is the velocity of the incident particle. Classically the 

distance of closest approach i2o is given by 

2ZiZ2e2 
i2o = ' ' (1.21) 

p.v^ 

where p. is the reduced mass of the projectile in the center of mass. In terms of the 

Sommerfeld number we can write 

i2o/2 = ^ . (1.22) 
pv 

From the above relation it is obvious that sommerfeld number can be viewed as 

the ratio between Po/2, and the reduced de Brogfie wave length, 

A 1 ^ , X 

27r 21^ pv ^ ^ 

A small T] means that Coulomb field is weak compared with the available kinetic 

energy of incident particle. Under these conditions the wave functions of the 

incident particle is not modified by the Coulomb field and the Born approximation 
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approximation appfies. On the other hand in the opposite linut 77 > > 1 Coulomb 

excitation dominates and the two particles never come close enough for the nuclear 

force to play a role. 

If the above condition is not satisfied, a more detailed calculation is necessary 

(phase-shift analysis or higher Born approximations). For fight nuclei fike hefium 

as a target and an electron with energy 1 MeV the corresponding velocity being 

~ lO^m/s this condition is weU satisfied hence the Born approximation is good for 

fight nuclei. 

Even for relatiiristic electrons 

7/ - Z2/I37 (1.24) 

and so this approximation can be used. Born approximation suppfies a very 

powerful tool in understanding the physical ideas behind scattering pattems for 

fight nuclei and it gives quahtative picture of diffraction for heavier nuclei. 

It must be borne in mind that the simple Bom approximation does not take 

into account the effect of the Coulomb field of the nucleus on the incident wave 

before it reaches the nucleus. This effect is two-fold in that it distorts the wave 

function of the incident wave and changes the wavelength. However, for elastic 

electron (Coulomb) scattering the Mott formula can be written as 
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Corresponding to point charge cross section a formula for elastic scattering 

when the nucleus is finite instead of a point charge, the form factor is given by [6,7] 

(d^) ^ (ZlV coAO/2) r „.,, 
\dn) \4T) sin^{e/2) ' ynuclearvolumê '̂'̂ '̂  

3^12 (1.26) 

where p(r), the charge density within the nucleus, (as a function of radius vector 

from the center of the nucleus) is defined by 

1 ^ 
P(^) = -̂  E \fr^k(r 

^ k=i 
(1.27) 

for elastic scattering, and ^ q is the momentum transfer vector. The numerical 

magnitude of q is given by 

2T 2 
q = -—3in(e/2) = - 5 m ( ^ / 2 ) . 

he /\ 
(1.28) 

^ = — being the reduced de Brogfie wave length of the incident electron. It 

can be shown [6,7] that eq.(1.27) can be reduced in the form 

d<T 

dn V 2 T J 
cos^e) 
sm '(») I ̂0 qr 

1 2 

47rr'^dr (1.29) 

Dividing eq.(1.30) by eq.(1.26) gives 

dcr 

d^ 
point 

/ p(r)3in(qr) r dr 
Jo 

47r ''°° 
(1.30) 

2 M 2 = \n9')\ (1.31) 

The square root of this quantity is called the form factor and is usually denoted by 

^(<?')-
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The form factor determined from the experimental data, where it is defined as 

the ratio of the differential cross section measured experimentally to the cross 

section calculated on the assumption of a point target so that 

\ / exp \ / point 

Since ( ^ j is the square of the scattering ampfitude f(6). F(q^) is given by 

.2\ _ [fWexp] 

'''' -m^y ''•''' 

1.3 Structure of the Nucleon 

For an electron to probe the nuclear details, high energy beam of several 

hundred MeV is needed. High energy scattering of electrons reveals information 

about the nucleus. The scattering of high energy electrons start reveafing the 

structure of the nucleons. At large angles due to the intrinsic magnetic moments of 

the nucleons the expression for the nuclear form factor is given by [3]. 

F(q ') = [Fc + M-2 [ 2 ( ^c + tiaFmf tau^Ol2) + PI FlY" (1.34) 
4M2c 

where Fc and Fm are charge and magnetic form factors, respectively, and and pa is 

the anomalous part of the nucleon magnetic moment, i.e., pa = 1.78 TIM, for 

proton, and pa = —1.91 nM for neutron where, nM is nuclear magneton 

(InM = 3.15 X 10~̂ ® MeV/gau3s). Although the net charge on the neutron is 
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zero, its charge form factor does not vaiush, indicating that there is a charge 

distribution within the neutron. The total charge contained in the cloud and 

inside the core region of a neutron must be zero; but since there is a distribution of 

charge within the neutron and the high energy electron is able to see the details of 

this distribution, there is a corresponding non-zero form factor for the neutron. 

For small values of the (^ the form of the form factor P(g^) of the nucleon is 

given by [3] 

F(<,^) = 1 - \aW (1-35) 

where a? is the mean-square radius of the nuclear charge distribution such that 

a' = al-\- al (1.36) 

where a^ is the mean-square radius of the nucleus, corresponding to the point 

nucleons, a j is the nucleon mean-square radius, and a^ is the experimentally 

measured mean-square radius of the nuclear charge distribution. 

1.4 Short-Range Correlation 

It has been observed that short-range correlations due to the repulsive part of 

the nuclear interaction is exhibited in the nuclear form factors obtained from high 

energy electron scattering. These effects can be investigated by invoking 

Gaussian-type correlation function in the single particle wave functions. This type 
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of wave function causes the exchange of both small and large momenta, thus 

simultaneously mixing up the effects due to long- and short-range correlations with 

the independent particle motion. If the correlation parameter in the Gaussian type 

function is sufl[iciently small, it can ensure the modification of the two-body wave 

function only at large momenta. Residual two-body interaction has been taken 

into account [9-15,54] and it has been shown that it is important and, in 

particular, it leads to contributions from core excitations. 

At higher momentum transfer ( q^ > 10fm~^ ), short-range correlation (SRC) 

function and meson exchange current (MEC) have to be invoked in order to obtain 

the value form factor in agreement with the data [40-49]. The SRC is to be 

invoked at this high range of momentum since nuclear forces saturate, and as the 

nucleons get closer than a distance called a core distance they are no more 

attractive, rather they repel each other [21] or they might exchange one or more 

mesons. It has already been estabhshed that inclusion of meson exchange current 

results in the improvement of the form factor to a great extent [22,23,24]. 

1.5 Nuclear Interactions 

There are three types of interactions involved in nucleus: hadronic, weak and 

electromagnetic. The hadronic and weak vanish at atomic (and long) distance. 

The residual strong interactions bind the nucleons in the nucleus. 
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The simplest system to study the two-body nuclear force is the two nucleon 

system: neutron-proton (n-p), proton-proton (p-p), and the neutron-neutron (n-n). 

The (n-p) system produces a bound state, the ^H nucleus, whereas no bound state 

has so far been observed in (n-n) or (p-p) systems. In the (n-p) system, the state 

that corresponds to the ground state of the ^H is a predominantly spin-triple^' 

S-state. On the other hand in the (n-n) and (p-p) systems because the two 

nucleons are identical the Paufi's Exclusion Principle demands that an allowed 

state be antisymmetric under the state-spin exchange. If there were no state 

dependence of the two nucleons force, the interaction in an allowed state of (n-n) 

and (p-p) systems would have been same as that in ^H and the (n-n) and (p-p) 

systems would then have a bound state. 

Interactions between nucleons are present that cannot be described by an 

average central potential, and nuclear shape is known to not always be spherical. 

The sheU model can be refined by taking some of the residual interaction into 

account and by studying orbits in a deformed weU. These interactions are such 

that they do not perturb them appreciably from single particle orbit. This is fike 

ignoring the correlation in the motion of the particle. If these interactions are 

allowed, the degeneracy in the (n, 1, j) states are removed by such interactions. 

Thus, a superposition of the wave function of two or three (n, 1, j) states where 

energies are close to one another, a procedure known as configuration mixing, is 

considered. At higher momentum transfer (q^ > lO/m"^) short-range correlation 
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(SRC) has to be invoked [17,18,19,20], it gives the value of form factor in 

agreement with the experimental data [40-47]. It is observed that using correlated 

wave function the first diffraction minima is correctly predicted and the height of 

the second maxima is quite improved. 

During last few decades, fairly comprehensive knowledge of the nuclear forces 

have become available. But these forces are so comphcated, that it has not been 

possible to use this knowledge to construct a comprehensive theory of nuclei. 

However, there are a number of models, each of which can explain a certain 

fimited range of nuclear properties and may fail to explain the other properties. 

The nuclear sheU model which assumes that nucleons move independently in a 

common potential. That is if each nucleon is treated as moving independently in a 

nuclear potential. 

In case of magic numbers, it becomes obvious that that some kind of sheUs 

exist in nuclei. In 1949 the magic numbers were explained in terms of single 

particle orbits by Maria G. Mayer and by J.H. D.Jensen [29,30]. It was noticed 

that spin-orbit forces were necessary to understand the closed sheUs for heavy 

nuclei. Moreover, Paufi's principle strongly suppresses coUisions between nucleons 

and thereby provides for nearly undisturbed orbits for nucleons in the nuclear 

matter. The sheU model assumes that nucleons move independently in a spherical 

potential [2]. 
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1.6 Yukawa's Meson Theory 

In 1934 it was known that the hadroiuc force was very strong and that it had a 

very short range of about 2 fm. Yukawa proposed the meson theory to explain the 

nuclear interaction. He argued that just fike the photon, which mediates the 

electromagnetic interaction between charged particles, a field quantum, a virtual 

meson, must be responsible for the interaction between nucleons. 

According to Yukawa, force between two nucleons is mediated by the exchange 

of virtual (unobserved) mesons. Yukawa's theory provides us with a form of 

nuclear potential that has a radial dependence. This potential can be obtained by 

drawing an analogy to classical electrodynamics [1]. 

In a source-free region the Laplace's equation 

V2<^(r) = 0 (1.37) 

can be solved to get the electrostatic potential ^ ( r ) . If there is a point source with 

charge e located at the origin, then equation can be written as 

V^(T) = -
.47reo. 

Solution of this equation is Coulomb potential, 

^(r) = 

47re^(r). (1.38) 

e 

r 
(1.39) 

.47rec 

When the electromagnetic field is quantized, photons emerge as the field quanta 

and the charge becomes the source of the field. The nuclear force is different from 
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the electromagnetic force, in the sense that it is short range ( « 2fm). The field 

quantum that is exchanged between the two nucleons must be a boson, since only 

bosons can be created and destroyed singly. Fermions on the other hand are 

created and annihilated in pairs (with their antiparticle). The Dirac equation 

cannot be used, since it deals with spin-1/2 particles, therefore we use 

Klein-Gordon equation 

^2 = / c ^ + m^c\ (1.40) 

This equation can be quantized by replacing E with operator ih(d/dt) and 

momentum P with the operator —ihW. Using this techiuque a quantized version 

of the relativistic energy-momentum relation is obtained. 

- f t ^ ^ ^ ( r ) = ( - f i V V ^ + m'c*)4,(T) (1.41) 

where m is the mass of the field quantum. After dividing both sides of the 

equation by (hc)^ and rearranging the terms, we get 

V - 1A ] 2 2 
772 C 

<I>(T) = -r2-<?^(r). (1.42) 

This is the analogue of the equation (1.37), it contains the source term for the field 

quanta. If we let the mass of the field quanta m go to zero and ignore the time 

dependence, we get the quantized version of the Laplace's equation for 

electrostatics. 

By adding a source term to the above equation we can obtain eqmvalent of the 

Poisson equation. If we ignore the terms involving the derivatives and consider 
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only the static terms, for simpficity, then for a point source with strength g located 

at the origin, we get the result 

m^i? 
V'<^(r) = - i ^ m - gS(T). (1.43) 

The solution of this equation is 

This is the weU-known form of the Yukawa potential generaUy written as 

<^(r) = Vo 
e-f'"' 

where p = mc/h and it reduces to Coulomb potential for Tn = 0, and 

g = [(47reo)~^] 47r e. But if the field quantum has a finite mass m then we see that 

strength of the field drops as 1/e at a distance ro = h/mc. The quantity ro may 

be considered as a range of the force mediated by the boson of mass m. For pions 

(m ~ 140AfeF/c^), the value of ro is around lAfm. The exchange of a single pion 

gives a good approximation of the long-range part of the nuclear potential. 

The minimum energy of the virtual pion is aUowed to be E = m,rC ĵ to travel 

with a velocity c, and that maximum distance it should travel is 1.4 fm. The 

range is the Compton wave length of the pion. A derivation of the resultant 

potential can be obtained by appljring the quantum field theory of the 7r-mesons. 

According this theory 7r-msons are the quanta of field and can be created and 

destroyed in the interaction of the nucleon field whose quanta are the 7r-meson. In 
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1947 true Yukawa particle, pion, responsible for the strong interaction in nuclei 

was discovered. The mass of pion is approximately 140 MeV/c^. 

If two nucleons are close enough for the meson field to overlap, it is possible for 

a pion to leave one field and join the other without permanently changing the total 

energy of the system of two nucleons. In this interaction, the momentum of the 

one pion is transferred from one field to the other and so from one nucleon to the 

other. This exchange of pion between the two nucleons leads to the nuclear force 

acting between them. 

1.7 Selection of the ProjectUe 

Leptons are the ideal probes for studying the nuclear structure, since they 

are the point particles and do not participate in the strong interaction and hence 

do not perturb the state of the nucleus. Neutrinos would have been the best choice 

since they interact with the nucleus through the extremely short-range weak 

interactions. However, the experiments are comphcated by the difficulty of 

detecting the neutrinos; the interaction cross section is small and secondly, a 

neutrino beam is hard to come by. Charged leptons, fike electrons, are the other 

choice. They interact with the nuclei through electromagnetic interaction. Here, 

the interaction has a long-range, and the reaction is weU understood. For this 

reason, the electrons are the common lepton probes used to measure the nuclear 
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charge distribution. One of the drawbacks of electromagnetic probes is that they 

are not sensitive to the distribution of the neutral neutrons in a nucleus. 

1.8 Structure Function 

At forward angles, the momentum transferred in a scattering is small and the 

cross section is dominated by elastic scattering. 

Since form factor decreases in value very quickly with the increasing 

momentum transfer, the elastic scattering cross section rapidly becomes very small 

as momentum is increased, and the importance of the inelastic scattering process 

becomes apparent. 

The reaction cross section now depends in general on the amount of energy hu; 

as weU as the momentum q transferred. The scattering results are usuaUy 

expressed as a double differential cross section in these two variables. 

dq^duj ~ ĝ  
~¥M? {^H9\^)co3'(e/2) -f 2Fx(q\u;)3in'(e/2)^ (1.45) 

where the factor 47r Z^ oi^lq^ is the Rutherford scattering cross section off a point 

charge. The functions Pi(qr^,a;) and ^2(9^,'*'), are known as the nucleon 

structure functions since they express the difference of a nucleon from a point 

particle. In the Umit the electron mass be ignored, the final form of the 

momentum transferred square is equivalent to 

(Kcqf = 4Ei Efsin\ei2) (1.46) 
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compared with 

2E 

he 
(-r-f sin\9l2) (1.47) 

Since the nucleons are not the elementary particles, quasi-elastic scattering off the 

constituent quarks and inelastic scattering involving excitation of a nucleon to a 

higher state can take place in the same way as inelastic scattering off the nuclear 

target sCl-1. 

Many different types of final states can be reached in high-energy scattering. If 

the cross section includes all the possible final states, the scattering wiU be 

inclusive one, in contrast to the exclusive scattering to a particular final state. 

Inclusive scattering is also known as deep inelastic scattering. If we compare the 

structure functions per nucleon obtained from high energy lepton scattering off 

free nucleons and off bound nucleons in the nuclei, it is observed that the structure 

functions for the neutrons and the protons are different from each other and may 

be measured individuaUy by separate experiments. However, for scattering off 

finite nuclei, the structure measured wiU be averaged between contributions from 

neutrons and protons, and there is no easy way to distinguish between them. For a 

nucleus with N = Z the contributions from neutrons and protons wiU be equal. 

If the quark substructure of a free nucleon is the same as that of a bound nucleon, 

we expect the ratio 

R^,) = iMl^ (1.48) 
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to be unity for all the values of momentum transfer. Here F^(q^y a;) is the 

structure function of the nucleon bound in a nucleus of A nucleons and P2 (9^? ̂ ) is 

the structure function of a free nucleon. This apparent departure impfies that the 

structure function of a bound nucleon is somewhat different from that of a free 

nucleon. This difference in the bound and free nucleon structure function is due to 

binding energy experienced by a nucleon in a nucleus. If nucleon structure is 

modified when the nucleons are embedded in a nucleus, high-energy, 

strong-interaction probes may also be used to study the effects. 

It was observed for the first time in 1983 by Aubert et al. [28] that structure 

function of the free nucleon is not the same as the structure function of a nucleon 

bound in a nucleus. In the EMC effect, the ratio 

^ (1.49) 
aN(x) 

becomes larger than one at higher energies. In the above equation, (TA(X) is the 

scattering cross section of a nucleon bound in a nucleus of mass A, and a-N(x) is 

the scattering cross section of a free nucleon. The interior of the nucleon can only 

be studied using probes of very high energy and very short wavelength. Leptons 

scattering turns out to be an ideal probe. 

At very high momentum transfer (g^ > 2b fm'"^ ), the projectUe is capable of 

probing into even small spatial volume of the order of fraction of a fm of the 

target, and hence can reveal even finer details of the target nuclei. At this high 
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energy European Muon CoUaboration (EMC) is to be included . At further higher 

energy the nucleon scattering shows that its constituent particles, i.e., quarks 

display their features. 

1.9 ^He and ^He Isotopes 

It has been quite weU known for sometime that a non-relativistic N-N potential 

coupled with short-range correlation and/or with meson exchange currents can 

provide a reasonable description of most of the low energy bound state properties 

of nuclei [9-13,75]. For example, they provide a reasonable reproduction of charge 

form factor of fight nuclei in the low momentum region. However, they are not as 

successful in reproducing the experimental data in the high momentum transfer 

region [14-16]. In the case of Hefium isotopes, an admixture of the D-state in the 

ad hoc basis improves the calculations of the form factor quafitatively in the high 

momentum transfer region [17]. It produces second nuiumum for ^He in the right 

region but does not give rise to the third maximum at the appropriate momentum 

transfer (Fig. 1.3). 
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It seems appropriate to study all possible admixtures of higher configurations 

beyond the lowest one upto a certain level and calculate their respective 

contribution for some sample nuclei. Hefium three and four isotopes have electron 

scattering data at large momentum transfer and there are several calculations 

made with different approach. The hefium nuclei are of special interest, because 

they may be described by microscopic models. The hefium nuclei are also unique 

in the sense that the charge densities have extremely high values in the central 

region, higher than for any other nucleus. Therefore these nuclei are expected to 

exhibit effects due to the short-range properties of the nuclear force [58]. We are 

thus choosing these isotopes. 

1.10 Motivation 

Before going into quark degrees of freedom we should exhaust all possibihties 

with the conventional hadroiuc wave function approach. The configuration mixing 

had yet to be explored for these nuclei. Of course, it is not expected to make a 

sigiuficant difference at very high momentum transfer. It is necessary to see its 

contribution at low momentum transfer. 

For future studies, it is worth trying to include both short-range correlation 

(SRC) and higher configuration. D-state with SRC has shown second minimum 

and third maximum, though much smaller. The 2s contribution with SRC has not 

yet been performed and compared with data. 
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The sofid fine is the charge form factor of '̂ He withg an admixture of 16% 
D-state ref.[16], and the experimental data is from ref.[44], and ref.[47]. 

Figure 1.3: Charge form factor of ^He with an admixture of 16% D-state. 
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In this work to study the structure of ^He and ^He nucleus in the ground state, 

the form factor has been calculated in S-state using harmonic oscUlator bases wave 

function. Form factor of both the nuclei is also calculated invoking SRC in the 

ground state wave function, and then nuxing the higher configurations upto 3hLj 

including positive and negative parity states. The results thus obtained are 

compared with the experimental data. 

Various attempts have been made [9-19] since the experimental data for 

scattering electrons off nuclei was first available [40-46] to suggest a theoretical 

model for the charge distribution that can explain the properties of nuclei and fit 

the experimental data weU. The simplest one being the sheU model, which was 

able to explain the structure of the nuclei at very low momentum transfer 

[q^ < 10fm~^) but it was unable to explain the nuclear structure at higher 

momentum transfer. Later on it was observed that by introducing short-range 

correlation and/or meson exchange current it was possible to explain the first 

nuiumum and the second maximum, thereby improving the form factor [9-19] at 

intermediate momentum transfer (q^ < 25fm,~^) but at the same time it 

undercorrects the form factor at high momentum (q^ > 25/m~^) transfer. 

In this work various techniques have been employed to calculate the nuclear 

charge form factor of hefium isotopes (i.e., ^He and ^He): 

(a) ground state wave function in the sheU model in harmonic osciUator basis, 

(b) using short-range correlation in the ground state, and 
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(c) by introducing about 12% of the adnuxture 2s-state in the ground Is-state 

for ^He and about 8% of 2s-state in ^He. 

The nuclear charge form factor is calculated and compared with the 

experimental data [40-49]. It is observed that all these techniques only improve the 

form factor sfightly and that also at the cost of undercorrecting it at higher 

momentum transfer. 

1.11 Original Contribution of this Work 

In this work we have: 

1. Included higher configurations in constructing wave function of ^He and '*He. 

2. Showed that only 2s excitation contributes to electron scattering. 

3. Odd parity states do not contribute to nuclear form factor. 

4. Other states do not contribute for the conservation of angular momentum. 

5. Higher configurations contribute significantly to nuclear form factor at low 

momentum transfer. 

6. Short-range correlation, D-state, and Meson exchange current are needed for 

higher momentum transfer. 

7. At very large momentum transfer quark degrees of freedom are needed. 



CHAPTER II 

WAVE FUNCTION OF HELIUM ISOTOPES 

2.1 Ground State Wave Function of ^He 

In the lowest configuration, simplest form of the ground state of the ^He 

nucleus, all the three nucleons are in the s-sheU, denoted by (Is)^. Its total orbital 

angular momentum L is zero with total angular momentum J = 1/2. And since J 

= L -f S, it requires S (i.e.. Spin angular momentum) to be only = 1/2, which can 

be obtained from three nucleons in two ways: (a) spin of each nucleon being 1/2, 

the two nucleons can be coupled to give Si2 = 1 which can further be coupled to 

third nucleon (sa = 1/2) to give total spin S = 1/2 or (b) the two nucleons can be 

coupled to give Si2 = 0, which can also be coupled to third nucleon ( 53 ) to give 

total S = 1/2. AU the nucleons being fermions, i.e., spin-1/2 particles the choice for 

S12 = 1, restricts isospin ti2 = 0, for the wave function of ^He to be antisymmetric 

and vice versa. AU these choices can be summarized in the foUowing way: 

/i = /2 = /3 = 0 (2.1) 

L = 0 (2.2) 

si = S2 = S3 = 1 /2 (2.3) 

512 = 1,0 (2.4) 

31 
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'S' = .812 + ^3 = 1/2 (2.5) 

«i = 2̂ = *3 = 1/2 (2.6) 

ti2 = 0, l (2.7) 

T = ii2 -f <3 = 1/2. (2.8) 

The parity of the system is positive. Even -values of / wiU give positive parity and 

odd values wiU give negative parity. In the notation J"", T, the above configuration 

(1^)^ would be written as 1/2"^, 1/2. 

2.1.1 Ground State Wave Function of ^He Including 
Higher Configurations 

Wave function of ^He in the ground state with higher configurations mixed 

up to Zhu) can be written as: 

* > = iVi [(1^)^ -h ai(l8f(lp) -f a2(lsf(2s)^ 

a3(lsf(ld) + a^(ls)(\pf\i=o + a^{ls)(lpf\i=x -h 

ae(ls)(lpf\i=2 + a,(lsf(lf) + as(lsf(2p) + 

a^(ls)(lp)(2s) + axo{ls)(lp)(U)\i=x + 

an(l5)(lp)(ld)|/=2 + ax2(ls){lp)(U)\i=3 -f 
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ai3(lp)^|/=o + ai4(lrt^|/=i 

+ ai,(lp)%=2 + ai6(lp)^|/=3 1 (2.9) 

where Ni is the normafization constant such that 

< ^ 1 ^ > = 1 (2.10) 

and a,'s are the admixture coefficients to be determined (by the technique 

explained in Chapter IV). 

The above mentioned wave function can further be written as: 

*3i/e = iVi [ 5+ + ai P_ + 02 5+ -\- a3D+-\-

a4S^ -f as P+ -f ae D_^ -\- aj F--\- a^ P_ 

-f agP . + ttio P'l -\- auD- -f ai2 F'_ 

-f ai3 S'_ -h ai4 P7 + ai5 D'_ -f aie P - ] (2.11) 

where S,P,D, etc., are the states with L = 0,1,2, respectively, subscripts 

stand for the parity of the state ( '-f' for even and '-' for odd parity), and 

superscripts are to distinguish between different states (configurations) with same 

angular momentum 'L'. 

For ^He the value of total angular momentum J = 1/2, which is omitted from 

the spectroscopic notations above. Obviously F-states wiU contribute nothing since 

the Hefium-3 nucleus can have maximum value of spin angular momentum 
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S = 3/2, and J = X + 5 , hence the states with I = 0,1, and 2 can lead to J = 1/2 

but the states with i = 3 do not lead to J = 1/2 therefore the states fike (Ip)^ 

and (ls)'(lf) and (ls)(lp)(ld) with Z = 3 contribute nothing, and 

included in the wave function for further calculations. 

so are not 

The quantum numbers of the above states along with their parity 

summarized in the foUowing tables: Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3. 

are 

Table 2.1: S-States of ^He with Orbital, Spin, and Isospin Q.Nos. 

Config 

( ! ' ) ' 

{Uf 

{u){ipr 

iu){ipr 

(uy{2s) 

(U)'(2i) 

(lp)' 

(lp)' 

(lp)' 

Energy 

gr. St. 

gr. St. 

2h(jj 

2hxjj 

2huj 

2huj 

Zhuj 

Zhuj 

zhuj 

h 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

k 

0 

0 

I 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

In 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

/3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

L 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Si2 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

S 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

3/2 

ti2 

I 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

T 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

3/2 

parity 

even 

even 

even 

even 

even 

even 

odd 

odd 

odd 



Table 2.2: P-States of ^He with Orbital, Spin, and Isospin Q.Nos. 
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Config. 

(Ufilp) 

( l ' ) ' ( lp ) 

(l«)'(lp) 

( l ' ) ( l p ) ' 

( l ' ) ( l p ) ' 

( l«)(lp) ' 

(i*)(ip)(i<0 

(u)(ip)(i<0 

(i*)(ip)(i<i) 

( lp ) ' 

( lp ) ' 

( lp ) ' 

( lp ) ' 

( lp ) ' 

( lp ) ' 

( lp ) ' 

( lp ) ' 

, . . . 

Energy 

Ihcj 

Ihuj 

IhiJ 

2huf 

2hLJ 

2h(jj 

Zhw 

Zhuj 

Zhu; 

Zhuj 

Zhu 

Zhut 

Zhuj 

Zhuf 

Zhuj 

Zhu} 

Zhuj 

Zhuj 

h 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

/2 

0 

0 

0 

/ l 2 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

h 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

L Si2 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

1 

S 

1/2 

1/2 

3/2 

1/2 

1/2 

3/2 

1/2 

3/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

3/2 

1/2 

1/2 

3/2 

3/2 

1/2 

3/2 

ti2 

1 

0 

0 

b 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

T 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

Parity 

odd 

odd 

odd 

even 

even 

even 

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 1 

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 

— 
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Table 2.3: D-States of ^He With Orbital, Spin,and Isospin Q.Nos. 

Config. 

{Ufild) 

{U)(lpf 

(u)(ip)(i<0 

(lp)' 

( lp)' 

1 

Energy 

2huj 

2hu) 

Zh(v 

Zhuf 

Zhu) 

h 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

h 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

^12 

0 

1 

1 

1 

2 

h 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

L 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Si2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

S 

3/2 

3/2 

3/2 

3/2 

3/2 

ti2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

1/2 

1/2. 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

parity 

even 

even 

odd 

odd 

odd 
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2.2 Ground State Wave Function of "̂ He 

Hefium-4 nucleus consists of four nucleons, i.e., two protons and two neutrons. 

In the simplest form of the ground state of the "̂ He nucleus, all the four nucleons 

are in the s-sheU, denoted by (Is)"*. Its total orbital angular momentum L is zero 

with total angular momentum J = 0. And since J = L -\- S,ii requires S, i.e., total 

Spin angular momentum S to be only = 0, which can be obtained from four 

nucleons in two ways: (i) spin of each nucleon being 1/2, the two nucleons can be 

coupled to give Si2 = 1 and 0, and Ukewise nucleons number 3 and 4 can also be 

coupled to give 334 = 1 and 0. Now 312 = 1 can be coupled to 534 = 1 to get 

total spin angular momentum S = 0, or (fi) 812 = 0 can be coupled to 534 = 0, 

to get total 5 = 0. 

AU the nucleons being fermions, i.e., spin-1/2 particles the choice for S12 = 

S34 = 1, restricts isospin tu = 3̂4 = 0, for the wave function of '̂ He to be 

antisymmetric and vice versa. AU these choices can be summarized in the 

foUowing way: 

Il=l2 = l3 = l4 = 0 (2.12) 

L = 0 (2.13) 

31 = 32=33 = 34 = 1/2 (2.14) 

512 = 1,0 (2.15) 
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534 = 1,0 (2.16) 

S = 3i2-\- 334 = 0 (2.17) 

ti=t2=t3=t4 = 1/2 (2.18) 

*12 = *34=1,0 (2.19) 

r = *12 + t34 = 0 (2.20) 

512 = 534 = 0, ti2 = t34 = 1, (2.21) 

or 

512 = 534 = 1, *12 = *34 = 0. (2.22) 

The parity of the system is positive. Even -values of / wiU give positive parity and 

odd values wiU give negative parity. In the notation J^, T, the above configuration 

(la)^ would be written as 0^, 0 state. 

2.2.1 Ground State Wave Function of ^He Including 
Higher Configurations 

Wave function of ^He in the ground state with higher configurations mixed 

up to Zhu; can be written as : 

**//e = ^2 [ (l5)^ + ai(l5)^(lp) + a2(ls)\23) -f 

a3(ls)%ld) + a4{l3)'(lp)'\i=o + as(l3Y(lp)^\i=,-[-

ae(l3)\lp)'\,=2 + ^7(15)^(1/) -h a8(l.)^(2p) -^ 
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a,(l5)' '(lp)(23) + auils)\ip)(ld)\i-_ ^ I 

^u(ls)^(lp)(ld)\i=2 + ai2(l5)'(lp)(lrf)|,=3 + 

M l ^ ) ( l p ) ' | / = o + aH(l5)(lp)^|,=i 

+ a,5(l5)(lp)'|/=2 + ai6(l5)(lp)^|/=3 ] (2.23) 

where N2 is the normafization constant such that 

< * | $ > = 1 (2.24) 

and aj's are the admixture coefficients to be determined. 

The above mentioned wave function can further be written as: 

\^<He >= N2 [S+ 4- Ol P_ -I- 02 S'+ -I- 03 i)+ -h 

045+ -h as P+ -I- ae D \ -f- 07 P _ + og P'. 

/ ' III I 

•^a^P^ -f aio P_ -h a i iD_ 4- ai2 F_ 

.^1 .-..III! _ ' _ 1 . ^ 

+ a,3 S_ + Oi4 P_ + ai5 /?_ + ai6 P - J (2.25) 

where symbols fike S,P,D and subscripts/superscripts have the same meanings as 

for the "*He. 

For ''He, the value of total angular momentum J = 0, which is not mentioned 

while writing the above equation. Obviously F-states wiH contribute nothing since 

the HeIium-4 nucleus with four nucleons (two protons and two neutron), can have 

maximum value of spin angular momentum 5 = 0,1,2, as shown above, and 
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J = L^S, requires Z = 0,1,2 only to produce a state with total angular 

momentum J = 0, hence the states with Z = 3 do not lead to J = 0, therefore, the 

states fike (l5)(lp)3, ( l . ) 3 ( l / ) , and (l3y(lp)(ld) with Z = 3 contribute nothing, 

and so are not included in the wave function for further calculations. 

The quantum numbers of the above states along with their parity 

summarized in the foUowing tables: Tables 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6. 

are 

Table 2.4: S-states of '•He with Orbital, spin and Isospin Q.Nos. 

Config. 

(i^r 

(i^r 

(isfdpf 

(l3)\lpf 

{Isfilpf 

(Uf(lpf 

(l3f(23) 

(lsf(2s) 

(l3)(lpf 

(l3)(lpf 

Energy 

gr. st. 

gr. st. 

2hu) 

2hLJ 

2huj 

2hw 

2huj 

2hu) 

Zhuj 

Zhu; 

h 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

k 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

h 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

u 
0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

/ l 2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

Si2 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

tl2 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

134 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

534 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

t34 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

parity 

even 

even 

even 

even 

even 

even 

even 

even 

odd 

odd 

' ' 
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Table 2.5 P-states of *He with Orbital, spin and Isospin Q.Nos. 

Config. 

(i«)'(ip) 

(i')'(ip) 

(i')'(ip) 

(i')nip)" 

(i')nip) 

(i')'(ipT 

(Isfilp) 

(i')'(ip) 

( i ' )( ip)' 

( i ' )( ip)' 

( i ' )( ip)' 

( i ')( ip)' 

( i ' )( ip)' 

(l5)(lp)' 

( i ' )( ip)' 

Energy 

Ihu; 

Ihu; 

Ihu; 

2huj 

2hw 

2hw 

2huj 

2hw 

Zhu; 

Zhw 

ZhtJ 

Zhu; 

Zhu; 

ZhuJ 

Zhu; 

h 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

k 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

^3 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

^4 / l 2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Si2 

1 

0 

^12 

0 

1 

0 

0 

134 

0 

0 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

534 t34 

1 

1 

0 

, 1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 
J 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

parity 

odd 

odd 

odd 

even 

even 

even 

even 

even 

odd 

odd 
-

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 
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Config. 

( i^)( ip) ' 

(ls)(2s)(lp) 

(ls)(2s)(lp) 

(lsKlp)(ld) 

(ls)(lp)(ld) 

(ls)(lp)(ld) 

(ls)(lp)(ld) 

(ls)(lp)(ld) 

(ls)(lp)(ld) 

Energy 

Zhu; 

Zhu; 

Zhu; 

Zhu; 

Zhu; 

Zhu; 

Zhu; 

Zhu; 

Zhu; 

/ i 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

k 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

/3 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

u 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

' 

M2 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Si2 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

tx2 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

134 

2 

2 

2 

2 

5.34 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

t34 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

parity 

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 

l^ble 2.6 D-states of ^He with Orbital, spin and Isosoin Q.Nos. 

Config. 

(unu) 

{u)(ipr 

iis){ipr 

(ls)(lp)(ld) 

(ls)(lp)(ld) 

( i^)(ip) ' 

— ' 

Energy 

2hu; 

2hu; 

2hu; 

Zhuj 

Zhu; 

Zhu; 

Zhu; 

h 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
1 

k 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

/3 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

u 
2 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

/12 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

S12 t i 2 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

134 

2 

2 

1 

2 

2 

1 

2 

534 t34 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

parity 

even 

even 

even 

odd 

odd 

odd 

odd 



CHAPTER III 

EXCITED STATE ENERGY OF HELIUM-4 

For the energy we need to calculate the matrix element: 

< Vii >9 = < W^He I Vij I (^)*He > (3-1) 

where $ can be ground-state or excited-state wave function depending on the 

situation whether we want calculate ground-state or excited-state energy. The 

potential Vij can be any two-body potential. It can be reafistic or 

phenonmenological. 

Reid Soft Core potential (RSC) is selected to be used for these calculations. It 

is a two-body Yukawa type of potential. RSC has been used widely in the 

hterature for studying general features of the nuclei. It is quite appropriate to use 

RSC for these calculations. 

Study of nucleon-nucleon (N-N) interaction shows that there is a very strong 

interaction between nucleons, which is mediated by ir-mesons. This force is 

attractive but as nucleons come closer than a certain distance known as cutoff 

radius, they are no more attractive, rather, within that radius the nucleons repel 

each other. If this repulsion is very large (infinite) than it is termed as hard core, 

but if the value of this repulsion is finite than they have a soft core. Reid Soft core 

potential is the one that can be employed to calculate the ground state and the 

excited state energy of '̂ He in this work. The knowledge of the forces which act 

43 
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between two nucleons is based on the study of the two-body scattering 

experiments. Nuclear forces can be described by phenomenological potentials. 

Many local and reafistic potentials can explain the nuclear interactions. The use of 

hard core was suggested by Jastrow [31]. The problem of describing nuclear forces 

consists in finding values of a set of parameters that fit all the scattering and 

bound-state data. It might be possible to to fit the data equally weU with a static 

force in which the radial form factors depend only on r and a velocity dependent 

force where they depend also on p^. Such forces would give the same scattering 

cross sections for two-body experiment which involves matrix elements 

< P/|Vij|Pt > , between states which conserve momentum and energy. 

We need to know the matrix elements of the two-body interaction. Yukawa 

potential is most smtable for this calculation. Reid Soft Core potential (RSC) 

which can be generally written as 

g - n / i r 

V̂ i2 = E ^ " • (3-2) 

p = 0.7fm~^ and hn are the parameters that can be adjusted. The purpose of 

using RSC potential is to use it as a residual interaction between nucleons, and 

calculate the energy. The potential for this calculation should have features that 

nuclear interaction shows. 

Soft Core potentials (Yukawa) were fit to Yale, Livermore phase parameters by 

Reid in [27]. These potentials were local and static except that a different one was 
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used for each state of distinct isotopic spin, total spin, and total angular 

momentum. 

The data avaUable at that time could hardly say something about the nature of 

the nuclear force. It was shown that almost any potential weU, with two adjust 

able parameters could be made to fit aU low energy proton-proton (pp) data, and a 

simUar situation held in proton-neutron (pn) case. 

In 1939 Rabi et al. [59,60] showed that duteron has an electric quadrupole 

moment. This result impfied that part of the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction 

had a tensor character, but experimental data was not available at that time, even 

quadrupole moment of the duteron was not known exactly at that time. 

In 1940, the effective range theory explained the cause of the low energy 

two-parameters problems. Due to the short range of the force, the scattering below 

5 MeV takes place with the nucleons almost entirely in an S-state and due to the 

strength of the force the energy dependence of the S-wave phase shift is adequately 

described by only two parameters [61,62]. 

In 1957, Moravcsik [63,64] suggested that aU phase shifts for partial waves with 

orbital angular momentum > Lmax could be taken directly from theoretical one 

pion exchange contribution (OPEC), and using OPEC, they got the phases for 

X > 6. The one pion coupfing constant, g^ was treated as a parameter to be 

determined by the data. 
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Brett et al. [65] showed that the corresponding one pion exchange potential 

(OPEP): 

yOPEP ^ (gy 12) me\m/M)^n.T^-2 [<T,.a2 -f 5i2 (1 + Z/x -f- Z/x')]e-'/x 

(3.3) 

constitutes most of the NN interaction at distances greater than about 3 Fernu s. 

In the above equation m, is the pion mass, M is the nucleon mass, < ri.r2 > = 1 for 

isotopic spin 1 and it is = —3 for isotopic spin '0' , and x = pr with p = me/h. 

Since the longest range part of the NN interaction is known to be the OPEP, 

the potential proposed by Reid included OPEP with g^ as 14 and a short-range 

interaction was subtracted from its tensor part to remove the x~^ and x~^ 

behavior at small x. At intermediate distances, the potential was represented by 

sums of convenient Yukawas of the form e^~"^^/a; where n is an integer. 

Short-range repulsion was expressed by means of both hard and soft (Yukawa) 

cores. Yukawa cores are soft in the sense that the wave functions do not vanish 

inside them at nonzero radu [27]. In Schrodinger equation using 

h'^/M = 41.47Mey - / m ^ (3.4) 

and 

Me'^Kp^h'' r) = 0.0496/x (3.5) 

with 

x = pr (3.6) 
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with 

p = 0.7/7n-^ (3.7) 

For a coupled state with total angular momentum J and potential 

V = Vc(x) -h VT(X) Si2 + VLS (aj)L.S. (3.8) 

The potential that is used as a perturbation in the foUowing calculations for spin 

singlet, i.e., L = 0 S = 0 a n d T = l i s 

VCS) = [- hi e-^ - h2 e-^" -h h3 e-'']/x (3.9) 

and for spin triplet, i.e., L = 0 ^ = 1 ,and T = 0, the potential is 

VCSi) = [- hi e-" + h4 e-2 ' - hs e-^" -f he e-^^]/x (3.10) 

where /i,'s are the parameters that can be adjusted. 

The first excited state of ^He is the state with orbital angular momentum 

X = 0, total angular momentum J = 0 and positive parity (TT = even). That means 

this state can be (1^)^(25) or [(l5)^(lp)^]/=o, since both of these states have L = 0. 

Since an even (positive) parity, and also both are 2hu; apart from the ground state, 

yet we select (15)^(25) as the first excited state, due to the fact that for ^He the 

only state that contributes for the form factor in the first order perturbation is 

(15)^(25), all other states contribute nothing either due to orthogonafity of the 

angular part of the integral or due to the orthogonafity of the wave functions of 

individual particles, that is when more than one particle are excited, (it wiU be 
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shown in Chapter VI). To calculate the energy of this state, Reid Soft Core 

potential (RSC) wUl be employed to get the matrix element of the energy. 

Harmonic oscUlator basis is used to write the wave function. In this notation, 

the single particle wave function for the states (Is) and (2^) are written as 

foUowing: 

I <l>u{i) > = i\^i.e-"''-'/2 yj)(n) (3.11) 

with 

and 

/4a3 
Nia = ^ / - ^ (3.12) 

MJ) >= N2s(l - a'r'.) e"^'-i/2 Y,'(n) (3.13) 

with 

m. = yg;. (3.14) 

For the ground-state energy, we need to calculate the matrix element: 

< Vij >g = < {^^He)ground \ Vij \ (^*He)ground > ( 3 . 15 ) 

and for the excited-state energy, we need to calculate the foUowing 

< Vij >ex = < {^*He)excited \ Vij \ (^iHe)excited > ( 3 . 1 6 ) 

where 

I {^*He)ground > = \ <l>u{^)<l>u{'^)<l>ls{^)(l>u{^) > ( 3 . 1 7 ) 

I {^<He)exited > = | <^1,(1)<^1.(2)<^1,(3)<^2,(4) > ( 3 . 1 8 ) 
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<l>u(i) are single particle wave functions in the Is-state for ith particle and 

Vij = V{rij) = V(r) 

is Reid Soft Core Potential between two particles, such that 

g-n/ ir 
nr) = "Ehi-— (3.19) 

. pr 

where hi are coefficients to be adjusted and i = 1,2,3 and n = 1,4,7, for 

spin-singlet potential and i = 1,4,5,6 and 7i = 1,2,4,6 for spin-triplet 

potential, and r = | r,j | = | r, — r^ |. 

3.1 Ground State Energy 

For ground state energy of the ^He, we have to calculate the integral(7.5): 

< Vij >g = < {^^He)ground \ Vij \ (^^He)ground > (3.20) 

< Vij >g = E < M^)M^)M^)M^) I V(rij) I < <? î.(l)(/»i.(2)(̂ i,(3)< î,(4) > 

(3.21) 

The above expression for < Vij > can be written as 

< Vij > = < (^*He)g I Vi2 + 1̂13 + V14 + V̂23 + 1̂24 + ^34 | (^*He)g > • (3.22) 

This can be expanded as 

= < (<^i,(l)(^i,(2) I ^12 I (t>u{l)<l>is{^) > < M^) I <^i.(3) > < <^i.(4) I <^i,(4) > 

-{- < (<l>u{l)<t>umVi3\<t>u(^)<l>is{^) >< M^) I M^) > < <^i-(4) I <^i.(4) > 
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+ < (<^i-(l)<^i-(4)|Fi4|<^i,(l)0i,(4) X < î,(2) I 01,(2) > < 01,(3) I 01,(3) > 

+ < (<^i,(2)0i,(3)|y23|0i.(2)0i,(3) X 01,(1) I 01,(1) > < 01,(4) I 01,(4) > 

+ < (0u(2)0i,(4)|y24|0i,(2)0i,(4) X 01,(1) I 01,(1) > < 01,(3) I 01,(3) > 

+ < (<^i-(3)0i.(4)|y34|0i,(3)0i,(4) X 01,(1) I 01,(1) > < 01,(2) I 01,(2) > (3.23) 

which can be simpfified as 

= < (01,(1)01,(2) I 1̂2 I 01,(1)01.(2) > 

+ < (01,(1)01,(3) I Fi3 I 01,(1)01,(3) > 

-f- < (01,(1)01,(4) I Fi4 I 01,(1)01,(4) > 

-f < (01,(2)01,(3) I 1̂ 23 I 01.(2)01,(3) > 

+ < (01,(2)01,(4) I F24 I 01.(2)01,(4) > 

-h < (01,(3)01,(4) I F34 I 01,(3)01,(4) > (3.24) 

= 6 < (01,(1)01,(2) I 1̂2 I 01,(1)01,(2) > (3.25) 

since 

Vi2 = Fi3 = Vu = V23 = 1̂ 4 = 1̂ 34. (3.26) 

Using harmonic osciUator wave functions eq.(7.1) and eq.(7.2), the above 

expression can be written as 
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< Vij >= 6K Nt I e'^'^^'^+^'^)Vi2rldry,drlYo%u;i)Yo'(u;2)Yo^^^^^ 

(3.27) 

where K is the product of Clebsch Gordan Coefficients written as: 

^ = S E E < ^i^2m/im/2| /i2M/,2 > < /i/2^i'w;2Ki2^/i2 > 

mj ma mt 

X < 5152771,1771,21512^,^2 > < 5'i52m',i77l',2 l̂ 'JgM^^^ > 

X < tit2mtimi2\ti2Mt,^ > < t%m[im\2\t\2M[^^ > . (3.28) 

In the present case K = 1, since 

/ i = /2 = /3 = 4̂ = 0 

5 l = 52 = 53 = ^4 = 1 / 2 , 

5 i 2 = ^12 

^ 1 = ^ 2 = ^3 = ^4 = 1 / 2 , 

*i2 = t'w (3.29) 

Vij being independent of spin and isospin, the terms involving Spin S and Isospin 

T are not affected by Kj , and so are normafized to unity: 

< 5pi7i I Spin > = 1, i.e., < S\S >= 1 (3.30) 

< Isospin I Isospin > = 1, i.e., < T |T > = 1 (3.31) 
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Solving this matrix element the final expression we get for Vij is: 

[Vij]g = 6 < 01,(1)01,(2)1 Vi2 I < 01,(1)01,(2) > . (3.32) 

In this integral, potential is dependent on relative coordinate r whUe wave 

function depends on single particle coordinates r i and r2 etc. The two-body 

potential can be expressed as a sum of Legendre polynomials. 

V(r) = E fk{rur2) Pk{co3u;ir) (3.33) 
A; 

such that 

fk{rur2) = ^ ^ f^' V(r) P,{cosu,r2) (3-34) 

where a;i2 is the angle between r2and r2. 

To evaluate the integral we are going to use the transformation [27] 

2R = Fl -f- r2 (3.35) 

and 

r = r2 - Tl 

where r is relative coordinate and R is center of mass coordinate, and 

(3.36) 

rl -^ rl = 2R' -\- r'/2 (3.37) 

rl rl = (2R' + rV2)2 -K R'rhin^a') (3.38) 
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where a ' be the angle between r and R, such that 

ridriridr2sin(ei)sin(e2)deide2d(l}id<l>2 = r^drR'^dRd(eosa')d<t) (3.39) 

or 

. 2 J « . « 2 J _ J / \ _ _ 2 J ^ D 2 rldrirldr2d(eosu;i2) = r^dr R^dR d(co3a'). (3.40) 

Using these transformations and performing the integrals over R and angle a' , the 

final expression we get is of the form: where V(r) is the Reid Soft Core potential. 

Finally the integral becomes 

= 6iV?, 

4a^ 
y/TT 

- y f 

23/2 

/ 2 
23/2 

a^h 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 
V TT 

where 

/„ = / r"e-" ' ' ' ' /2y(^)^^ (3.44) 

where V(r) can be singlet F(^5) or triplet ^ (^^ i ) [41]. 

The value of RSC for spin-singlet and isospin-triplet is 

VCS) = [- /ne- '^" - h2e-'''' -f- /i3 e-^^'-]/^r, (3.45) 

and for spin-triplet and isospin-singlet is 

V^Si) = [-hie-'^' -h h4e-^^' - /is e"'̂ "̂  -\- he e-^''"']/pr. (3.46) 
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The values of h's as given in [41] are 

hi = 10.463 MeV /i2 = 1650.6 MeV h3 = 6484.2 MeV 

h4 = 105.468 MeV h^ = 3187.8 MeV he = 9924.3MeV (3.47) 

p = 0.7/771-1 (3 48) 

with these parameters the value of Vij in ground state is calculated and then 

total contribution is determined as [9,10] 

E, = . ytrip + . Vsing (3.49) 

where Vging can be obtained by using V^S) in place of V12 in eq.(7.21), and for 

Vtrip we can use V(^S) for V12. and Eg is the energy of the ground state of ''He. 

3.2 Excited State Energy 

In same way proceeding for the excited state of ''He ie (l5)^(2s), we need to 

calculate the foUowing matrix element 

< Vij > = < (^*He)excited \ Vij \ (^AHe)excited > (3.50) 

where 

I (^^He)exited > = I 01.(1)01.(2)<?^1.(3)02.(4) > (3.51) 

that is 

Vij = < 01,(1)01.(2)01,(3)02,(4) I V(r) I < 01,(1)01,(2)01,(3)02,(4) > (3.52) 



which can further be simpfified as 

Vij = 3 [ < (01,(1)01,(2) I Vi2 I 01,(1)01,(2) > 
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+ < (01,(1)02.(4) I Vi4 I 01,(1)02.(4) > ] (3.53) 

since 

V\2 — V\3 — V23 

Vi4 = V24 = V34 

all other integrals being normafized to unity. 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

< 0i,(i) I 0i,(i) > = 1, and < 02,(i) | 02.(i) > = 1 (3.56) 

Ve. = 3 < 01,(1)01,(2)1 V12 101,(1)01,(2) > -h3 < 01,(1)02,(4)1 Vi4 101,(1)02,(4) > 

(3.57) 

< Vij > = 3 [ Nl j e''"^''"^'-"M2TldrlrldrlYS(uj{)YS(u;2)YS^^^^ 

KNl j e"'(^?+'-')(3/2 - ayfV,2rldrlrldrlYS(uj,)YS(u;4)Yt(i^,)YS\^4)d^idn4 

(3.58) 

Solving this integral we get 

V = 
'ex — 

V = 
y ex 

23/2 

3 
23/2 

iViV2 + Nl ( 
15 
16 

h -

40L^ _8a^/ l5 
3v/^ \16 /2 + ; f ^ I T7r/2 T^^+16^^ 

(3.59) 

(3.60) 
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where Ve. stands for [Vijjex- The values of the excited state energy with spin 

singlet (isospin triplet) are calculated and the total value of the excited state 

energy of the "^He is as in the case of ground state 

3 1 
Eex = - Vtrip + - V,i„g (3.61) 

and the excitation energy thus becomes 

A P = Pex - Eg (3.62) 

which is 20.21 MeV [50], therefore the parameters /i„ are adjusted. The new 

parameters are : 

hi = -323.14 MeV. h4 = 1415.33 MeV, he = 8758.75 MeV. (3.63) 

all other parameters remain the same. 

3.3 Computer Program 

The Talmi integrals have a product of Gaussian and exponential with a 

polynomial. These integrals have been evaluated numerically on Vax system. This 

program has been written in C language. In order to check any possible error, two 

different procedures were adopted. They are: 

(1) Trapezoidal method. 

(2) Simpson's Rule. 
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Their results agree up to five sigiuficant figures. The program codes are given 

in appendix A, and B for using Trapezoidal method and Simpson's Rule, 

respectively. The code for admixture coefficients is given in Appendix C. 



CHAPTER IV 

ADMIXTURE COEFFICIENTS 

Admixture coefficients a,'s for the wave function written in Chapter II wiU be 

calculated in this chapter. First-order perturbation theory is used for this purpose. 

Reid Soft Core potentials is selected to be used as a perturbation. It is a two-body 

Yukawa type of potential discussed in Chapter III. The parameters of RSC have 

already been adjusted for the first excitation energy of ^He. With these 

parameters, the admixture coefficients for the ^He and ''He wave function wUl be 

calculated. Then form factors of both these isotpes of hefium wiU be calculated 

considering the admixture of the ground-state with higher configurations. 

4.1 Determination of Admixture Coefficients 

Wave function for ^He in the ground state is: 

^ = N [tpo -\- ai Tpi 4- a2 V'2 + ^3 V'a + ^4 V'4 + 

as fp5 + tte V'e + ^7 V'7 + Os V's + 0,9 fp9 + 

aio V'lo + ^11 V'li + ^12 V'12 + 0,13 V'la + 

ai4V'i4 + aisV'is + aieV'ie "j (4.1) 

tti's are the admixture coefficients to be determined. 

^ = N 
t 
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(4.2) 
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The unperturbed HamUtonian: 

Bo = ~ ^ ' + V(r) (4.3) 

where 

V(r) = 1/2 m u;^r^ (4.4) 

is Harmonic OsciUator potential. The perturbed HamUtonian: 

H = Ho + H' (4.5) 

H' is the perturbation 
r2 

H' = - P i 2 V o e # (4.6) 

= Vi2 (4.7) 

or any other form. 

^0*0 = Po^o (4.8) 

and 

H^ = P $ , (4.9) 

I.e., 

iV( i ro -hVi2) (^o + S a . V . ) = ^ ( ^ o + P i ) ( V o + Sa .V ' . ) (4.10) 

^oV'o + ^oSa.V', + Vi2V'o + Vi2Ea.V'.- = PoV'o+^oSa.V'i + PiV'o + PiSaiV." (4.11) 
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therefore 

Hoi^i = (Po + ^ ) V ' i (4.12) 

Hoi^2 = (Po + 2aa;)V'2 (4.13) 

J^oV'ie = (Po + 3 ^ ) V ' i 6 . (4.14) 

To the first-order perturbation we have 

( Po -H ^w ) tti V'l + ( Po + 2 au;) Sf^2 ««• V'. + ( Po + 3 hu;) ^Ij aj V'j 

= PoSj^ittiV;.- -\- P iVo (4.15) 

which can further be written as 

hu;aii;i -\- 2^a;Sf^2 «.'V'i + Z hu;J:]ij aj i;j = (Pi -Vi2)V'o. (4.16) 

Hence 

P i = < -00 I Vi2 I V'o > (4.17) 

aihu; = < "00 I Vi2 I V'o > (4.18) 

ai2hu; =< ipilVul'fpo > ;2 < i < 6 (4.19) 

ajZhu; = < ipjlVulil^o > 'J < j < 16. (4.20) 

Normafization requires: 

< ijr I $ > zz. 1, (4.21) 
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therefore, 

N^(l -{- al -\-al -\-"--\- al^) = 1 (4.22) 

To the first order in a's 

JV' = 1, (4.23) 

i.e., 

N = 1 (4.24) 

which leads to 

hu; 2hu; 

< ^016 I Vi2 I V>0 > , . . 
• • • ^TT V'16 (4.25) 

o tl u; 

= -00 + aiV'i + 2^2 a.- V'.- + S]i7 â  Vi (4.26) 

where 

< -01 I 1̂12 I V'O > 

a, = 

tti = 

^ 

2fi(i; ~ ~ 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

Vi2 is the same RSC 2-body potential. Using this technique all the coefficients for 

the wave function in eq. (2.1) can be calculated. The only term which contributes 

for the form factor in the higher configuration is (ls)2(2s) for 3He, and (ls)^(2s) for 

''He. Proceeding in the same way as for the energy calculations we get the 

coefficients. 
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The parameters of Reid Soft Core potential are fixed as foUows: Since it has 

been observed that no excited state exist for ^He, therefore, an indirect technique 

is used to get the RSC parameters and admixture coefficients. The ground state 

energy and first excited state energy of the ^He is calculated using Reid Soft Core 

potential and then the fc,'s are fixed to get the exact value of first excitation 

energy which is 20.21 MeV for i = 0, and even parity state. Since it has already 

been estabhshed that ab admixture of 16% of D-state improves the form factor of 

^He [16]. A contribution of 12% of 2s state in ''He has also been suggested to 

improve the form factor to a considerable extent. Using excitation energy of ^He 

as 20.21 MeV [50] the parameters hi of RSC are adjusted. The parameters thus 

obtained are used to determine admixture coefficient for ^He in (ls)^(2s) state, 

which comes out to be 0.0792 which is approximately = 8%, and for ''He in 

(ls)^(2s) this coefficient is 0.118, which is approximately = 12%. 



CHAPTER V 

FORM FACTOR OF HELIUM IN THE LOWEST 

CONFIGURATION 

5.1 Form Factor of 3He 

The lowest configuration of 3He is the (la)3 state. For this state the value of 

orbital angular momentum L = 0, total Spin of the three nucleons, S = 1/2, and 

total angular momentum J = L -f S = 1/2, as explained earfier. The wave 

function can be written as : 

I* >^He= 1^1.(1) > 101.(2) > 101,(3) > (5.1) 

where |0(i) > is a single particle wave function. In the Harmonic osciUator bases 

this wave function can be written as: 

^nlm = Rnl V;'"(«) (5.2) 

Rr^t = iV„Ka)exp(-aV/2) L^n^'^'(a'r') (5.3) 

where L!^^^^(a^r^) is associated Laguerre polynomial, Y^"^ are spherical harmonics 

and Nni is normafization constant such that 

< * I ^ > = 1. (5.4) 

In this notation single particle wave function for Is-state can be written as 

<|,^1,) = Nu{a)e(-"''^Y^(e,<l>) (5.5) 
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^1 . = \l4a^ly/^. (5.6) 

Charge form factor F(q2) can be calculated as 

^(9') = 4 E r ^(^)e(i(q.r.)(iri,. • •, r^. (5.7) 
Z/ j -^ i JO 

Charge form factor can also be expressed as Fourier transform of the charge 

density. 

F(q^) = J pe^'^^-'^U^r. (5.8) 

where charge density can be written as 

p(ri) = iV̂  y V'*(n,r-2 • • • ,7-̂  E e^(r - r . ) — ^ 
t = i 

V'(ri,r2, • • • ,r^).dridr2 • • • dr^, (5.9) 

Where r, is the isospin operator. It is introduced since summation is over all the 

nucleons in the density expression. 

= 4 E / V'V^^'^V'^ri,...,r^. (5.10) 
^ . = 1 ' ' 

g«(q') can be expanded in the plane wave form as 

e'«i') = X;(i')v/4T(2i+l)i,(?r)y,»(fi). (5.11) 
/=0 

Here j,(gr) is spherical Bessel function and Pi(cos6) is Legendre Polynomial., such 

that 

i,(x) = ( 0 ^ ) J , ^ , ^ , ( « ) . (5.12) 
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Using these values for wave functions 0 i , and operator e»(*i') in the above equation 

and after solving the integral the value of the Form Factor of 3He in the lowest 

configuration of the ground state comes out to be 

F(q') = e(-9V4a^). (5.13) 

The value of a for ^He is 0.815 fm'^ [19]. 

5.2 Form Factor of "He 

The lowest configuration of "He is the (la)" state. For this state the value of 

orbital angular momentum L = 0, total Spin of the three nucleons, S = 0, which 

can be obtained by coupfing two nucleons (with si = 32 = 1/2) to 5i2 = 0,1 and 

the other two nucleons also with (33 = 34 = 1/2) to S34 = 0,1 such that the 

coupfing of 5i2 = S34 = 0 can give total Spin angular momentum 5 = 0 state or 

coupfing of 5i2 = S34 = 1 can also produce S = 0 (with 1̂2 = 3̂4 = 0), and total 

angular momentum J = Z/ + 5 = 0, as explained earfier. The wave function can be 

written as : 

I* >^He= \<t>u{l) > 101.(2) > 101,(3) > 101,(4) > (5.14) 

where |0(i) > is a single particle wave function. In the Harmonic osciUator bases, 

this wave function can be written as for ^He. 

After calculating the integral in the same way as for ^He, the form factor of 

"He comes out to be 

P(g2) = g-9V4a? (5 15) 
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The value of ai for "He is 0.82 fm'^ [19]. 



CHAPTER VI 

FORM FACTOR OF HELIUM USING 

CORRELATED WAVE FUNCTION 

In this chapter, form factor of the Hefium isotopes wiU be calculated in the 

ground state using short range correlation. We want to see the effect of nucleon 

correlation on the form factor. For this purpose, an effective central potential has 

been used in place of N-N interaction. In this way introducing a residual two-body 

interaction, the effect of nucleon correlation can be observed. 

6.1 Form Factor of the ^He using Short-Range Correlation 

Wave function of the Hefium can be calculated in many ways by assuming 

some potential of the N-N interaction. This potential can be reafistic or 

phenomenological, but since it has been estabhshed [20,21] that for calculation of 

form factor of fight nuclei, the choice of particular potential is not significant, as 

far as reproducing the data is concerned. Therefore, using nuclear SheU-model 

harmonic OsciUator bases with a Jastrow-Type correlation function [31,32] the 

wave function can be written as : 

/(r) = l - j „ ( H (6.1) 
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satisfying both the short- and the long- range properties of the nuclear interaction, 

such that 

^l im^/(r) = 1 (6.2) 

and 

lim^/(r) = 0 (6.3) 

where jo{kr) is a spherical bessel function and r = r,j = |r, — r j | . The common 

approach of invoking Short-Range Correlation (SRC) is to multiply the single 

particle density by the above Jastrow-type SRC function which satisfies the 

properties of an N-N interaction. The correlated wave function is, therefore: 

A 

*( r i , r2 , . . . rA) = '0(r i , r2, . . . rA) H *'(>̂ y) (6-4) 
i<j=2 

where "0(^1, r2, . . . r^) is the wave function in the harmonic osciUator basis. The 

nuclear charge form factor, in the first Born approximation, is then given by : 

^ ( 9 ' ) = ^ E / * * ( r i , r 2 , - - - . r A ) e > ^ ^ ' i ) * ( r i , r 2 - - T A ) d ^ i d ^ 2 . . . c i ' r A (6.5) 
Z .^1 Jo 

= ^ E re ( -"^^^)e ' (^ - ) [ l - i (A: r . , ) ] r fV-- - ,e f^r , . (6.6) 

where a, is the harmonic osciUator parameter and k in SRC is the correlation 

parameter. For ^He the value of a = 0.815/771-^ and k = 2.71 fm-^ [19] 

Simpfifying the above expression for form factor (FF) and using 0 for single 

particle wave function it takes the form 

F(q') = E {< ^(i) |e '< ' ' i ' |0( i ) > - 2 < ,^(l),A(2)^^)|e'('')io(fcr)|^(l),^(2),^(3) > } x 



[< ^(1)^(2),^(3)|1 - 2(jo(fo-o)|^(l)^(2)^(3) >] - 1 
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(6.7) 

where 0(2) stands for 0(r ,) . j,(fcr,j) can be expanded as: 

iikrij) = E(-l)' '4^i.(fcn)i«(fc' '2)lL.M(a)YL,A/(fii). 

Ji{kri) is the spherical bessel function defined earfier in Chapter V, and 

(6.8) 

Jo(kri) = 
3in(kri) 

kri 
(6.9) 

and after simpfifying the above integral the value of Form factor of ^He in ground 

state lowest configuration using SRC is 

F{q')^il-2 { 1 + 2 
sinh(^) 

2a2 

i-B) } X e (-3^) X 1 -6e^~A^^ 
- 1 

(6.10) 

This result of elastic electrons scattering experiments show pronounced first 

diffraction minimum around q"^ ~ 11.6/m~^ and a high secondary maximum 

around q'^ ~ 17.5 fm~^ for the charge form factor of ^He [16]. The presence of 

these features in charge form factor cannot be explained with pure simple 

harmonic osciUator sheU-model, and indicates that the dynamical N-N 

state-independent Correlation should be taken into account properly [22-27]. 

Figure 6.2 shows that the above equation reproduces the form factor to a high 
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degree of accuracy in the low momentum transfer region. 

6.2 Form Factor of the "He using Short-Range Correlation 

For "He foUowing the same procedure for calculations as used for ^He the value 

of the form factor in the ground state using SRC is: 

Hq') = 1 - 6 1 + 
«nfc(0) 

2^ 

e 1 > X e *°i X 

L2 n 

l - 1 2 e ^ ^ ' 

- 1 

(6.11) 

where the values of a\ and /ci for "He are 0.82 /771 ^, and 2.8 /771 - 1 

respectively [19]. 



CHAPTER VII 

FORM FACTOR OF HELIUM IN HIGHER 

CONFIGURATIONS 

It is desired to use some admixture from higher configurations including even 

and odd parity in the ground state wave function and see their effect on the charge 

form factor of hefium isotopes. 

7.1 Form Factor of ^He in Higher Configuration 

In this section the form factor of ^He wiU be calculated in the ground state 

including higher configurations upto Zhu; as written in eq.(2.1). Harmonic 

osciUator bases is used to write the wave function. For ^He the value of total 

angular momentum J = 1/2, which is omitted from the spectroscopic notations 

above. Obviously F-states wUl contribute nothing since the Hefium-3 nucleus with 

two protons and one neutron can have maximum value of spin angular momentum 

S = 3/2 , and J = L -|- S, hence the states with L = 0, 1, and 2 can lead to J = 

1/2, but the states with L = 3 do not lead to J = 1/2; therefore, the states fike 

(Ip)^ and (la)^(lf) and ( ls ) ( lp)( ld) with L = 3 contribute nothing, and so are not 

included in the wave function for further calculations. 

To calculate form factor of ^He for elastic scattering, we need to calculate the 

matrix elements: 

< *o|e'**-'|*o > 
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which can be written in first order perturbation as foUowing: 

< *o|e'^-' |*o > = < V'o|e**i-'|V'o > + 

2 [ «i < V'ip,=x|e**l-'|V'o > +a2 < V2.|e*^-'|V'o > 

+^3 < V'id,=Je'^-'|V'o > +a4 < '0p'|/=o|e'^-'|V'o > 

-f-as < 0p2|z=i|e'^-'|0o > -\-ae < '0p2|/=2|e'^-'|V'o > 

+^8 < V'2p,=Je*^-'|V'o > +a9 < '0p2.,=Je'^-'|V'o > 

+aio < '0prf,=i|e***-'|V'o > +a i i < '0pcf.=Je*'-'|V'o > 

+ai3 < '0p3^Je*^-'|V'o > +ai4 < V^pa^Je'̂ i-'IV'o > 

+ ai5<V'p?^Je*^-'|V'o>] (7.1) 

or in general we can write 

< ^o|e'**'| *o > = < * | 0 | * o > . (7.2) 

0 = e ' ^ ' is a single particle operator (SPO), which operates on only one 

particle from Is to some other state. AU other particles should have identical 

quantum numbers (Q.Nos.) to give non-zero matrix elements. The states are: 
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| ^ o > = ( l 5 ) 3 L = 0 5=1/2 T = 1/2 J =1/2 

\^ip>=(ls)\lp) L = l 5 = 1 / 2 , 3 / 2 T = l / 2 J = 1/2 

| '^2. > = (15)2(2^) L = 0 5=1/2 T = 1/2 J =1/2 

\^id>=(ls)^{ld) L = 2 5 = 3/2 T= 1/2 J =1/2 

|*ip2 > = (la)(lp)2 X = 0,1,2 5 = 1 / 2 , 3 / 2 T = l / 2 J = 1/2 

l^pd > = (l5)(lp)(ld) 1 = 1,2,3 5 = 1 / 2 , 3 / 2 T = l /2 J = 1/2 

I*p2. > = (l5)(lp)(2/i) L = l 5 = 1/2 T = 1/2 J =1/2 

| $ p 3 > = ( l p ) 3 Z = 1,2,3 5 = 1/2,3/2 T = l /2 J = 1/2 

H two or more particles are excited from (Is) to some higher states, the single 

particle operator ¥riU force the matrix element to vanish. Hence matrix elements 

for the foUowing states wiU be zero. 

[(l')(lp)']<=o,2, (7.3) 

[(l3)(lp)(l<i)],=,,„ (7.4) 

[(lp)Vo,i,2, (7-5) 

and 

[(la)(lp)(2^)],=,. (7.6) 

It is further observed that for certain combination of states the Clebsch Gordan 

Coefficient is zero, e.g., (ls)(lp)^]/=i, and (ls)(lp)(ld)]/=2, and also the state 

(lp)^)/=o,i,2, that arises from the state [(lp)^]/=:i combined with (lp)/=i, to give 
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/ = 0,1,2 and another one from (lp)^]/=2, which is obtained from (lp)^]i=2 

combined with ( lp) to give total orbital angular momentum, L = 2. 

Now we are left with few states: 

^ = N[ (Is)^ -f ai(ls)'(lp) + a2(ls)'(2s) + a3(ls)'(ld) + a7(ls)^(2p) ]. (7.7) 

For the calculation of the form factor, the operator (e'(**')) can be expanded in 

plane wave as shown in eq. (5.10) where 

is the spherical Bessel function and Jo(qr) can be written as: 

qr 

Since operator e'̂ **'̂  being dependent, only orbital angtdar momentum affects i 

only, the other quantum numbers fike spin and isospin remain unchanged during 

scattering. Therefore for all the calculations of the form factor spin and isospin of 

the wave function are normafized to unity. Hence when we want to calculate the 

matrix element of (Is)^(ld) state, i.e., 

< 0i,(l)0i,(2)0irf(3)| 0 101,(1)01,(2)01,(3) > . (7.10) 

It is seen that for left hand side of the above expression, i.e., for bra, (Is)^, total 

angular momentum L = 0, total spin of the three nucleons = 1/2 to give total 

angular momentum J = L -|- S = 1/2, as explained earfier, and for right hand side 
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of the equation, i.e., for ket, for (ls)2(ld) state total angular momentum L = 2, 

and for J to be = 1/2, the value of total spin of the three nucleons is to be = 3/2. 

Hence spin of the system is not normafized. Hence the contribution of the state 

(ls)2(ld) is also zero. 

Therefore only the foUowing terms contribute for form factor: (ls)3, (Is)^(lp), 

(ls)2(2s) and (ls)2(2p). 

Further from the calculations of admixture coefficients (Chapter IV), with Reid 

Soft Core potential as perturbation (which is a two-body potential), it has been 

observed that it gives zero admixture coefficients for the states (ls)2(lp) and 

(ls)^(2p) due to the orthogonafity of the spherical harmonics. 

Finally the only state that contributes for the form factor from the higher 

configurations of ^He in the ground state is (ls)2(2s). 

Single particle wave function for (2s)-state using 3.1 notation can be written in 

harmonic osciUator basis as: 

<t>2s = ^2,e(-°' 'V2)(3/2 _ aV) yj>(n) (7.11) 

where N2,, the normafization constant = 

8a3 

3v^' 

Using the above mentioned wave function and the procedure outfined earfier the 

form factor of the ^He in this configuration becomes 
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F(q'') = Nu N2s I (3/2 - aV2)e-(-'^')e'(*l')c/\ (7.12) 

= ^ / ( V ^ 3 ^ e - ( ' V " " ^ ) . (7.13) 

7.2 Form Factor of "He in Higher Configuration 

Proceeding in the same way as for ^He the form factor for "He comes to be: 

F(q') = y(V3)(l/4)-^e-('V4a?) (7.14) 
4a\ 

where the value of a\ is 0.82 /771 ^ [19]. 



CHAPTER VIII 

RESULTS 

The results of the calculations of the excited state energy, admixture 

coefficients and the charge form factor for ^He and "He wiU be presented in this 

chapter. 

The excited state energy of "He was calculated using RSC potential and the 

parameters of RSC were fixed to get experimentally determined value of excitation 

energy [50]. 

For A E = 20.21MeV. 

The harmonic osciUator parameter ai = 2.8/77i~^. 

The RSC parameters are : ^i = -323.14 MeV, 

h4 = 1415.3 MeV, 

and he = 8758.75 MeV, 

which are approximately -32, 10 and 0.9 times of their original values. 

Using RSC with these parameters the admixture coefficients for higher 

configurations to be included in the ground state wave functions of ^He and "He 

are calculated. The value of admixture coefficient for (1^)^(25) state of ^He is 

ai = 0.0792 

and for (l5)^(2a) state of "He a[ = 0.118. 
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The form factor for lowest configuration of 3He, i.e., (1^)3 is: 

Pl,(g2) = g-.V4a^. (8,1) 

The form factor for higher configuration of 3He, i.e., (15)^(25) is: 

^ 2 . ( a = (^)^/^ * (1/3) * £ e - V 4 a ^ 

The form factor for lowest configuration of "He, i.e., (I5)" is: 

(8.2) 

P,l(g2) ^ g-.V4a? (g 3) 

The form factor for higher configuration of ''He, i.e., (1^)3(25) is : 

F>2iq') = ( ^ ) ^ ' ^ * ( l / 4 ) ^ e - ' V - . ' , (8.4) 

where a and a i harmonic osciUator parameters for ^He and "He, respectively. 

The best fit values of these results of form factor in lowest configuration and 

higher configuration are obtained for a = 0.70Zfm~^ and ai = 0.73/77i~^. These 

results are shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. 

The form factor of ^He using SRC in the ground-state lowest configuration is: 

^̂ ,(,.) . l^:m^ (8.5) 

where 

C = ^ ^ (8.6) 
2a2 

fc2 

G = e-^ (8.7) 
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P = e-^ (8.8) 

The form factor of "He using SRC in the ground-state lowest configuration is: 

where 

P^j2s ^ l - 6 ( l + P 0 G . f i 
' ^ ' ' [1 - 12(71 ] 

_sirM^) 

(8.9) 

<?i = ^ ' (8-10) 
2 ^ 

Gl = e ^ (8.11) 

Pi = e ^ (8.12) 

where k and fci are correlation parameters for ^He and "He, respectively. 

With OL = 0.70Zfm~^ and a i = 0.7Zfm~^ the form factor is calculated for 

k = 2.71 fm~^ and ki = 2.8/77i~^ [19]. These results are shown in Fig. 8.3 and 

8.4. 

In order to get results in agreement with the experimental data, the best fit 

results using SRC are obtained with 

a = 0.815/77i-\ 

ai = 0.S2 fm-\ 

k = 2.71/771"^ 

and 

kl = 2.8/771"^ 
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which are shown in Figures 8.5 and 8.6. The harmonic oscUlator parameters for 

form factor without SRC are the same as in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. 

As seen from these figures, the plots show a comparison of the experimental 

data with the one predicted by the theory, that is calculations of the form factor of 

Hefium isotopes in the ground state using harmonic oscUlator wave function (with 

and without correlation) and then mixing some percentage of the higher 

configurations in the ground state. 

The first data on this experiment was obtained CoUard et al. [40] in 1965 for 

momentum transfer up to 200 MeV/c^ i.e. Ifm'^ < q^ < Sfm~^. Second time in 

1967, Frosch et al. performed the experiment and obtained a data for 

0.5/771-2 < ^2 < 20.0/771-2 [42, 44]. They obtained the first minimum for "He 

around q^ « IO.5/771-2 and the secondary maximum near q"^ « 16fm~^. McCarthy 

et a/.[45, 46] measured the form factor of "He and 3He in 1977 obtained data for 

the charge form factor of "He for O.ZASfm,'^ ^ 9^ ^ 6.22/77i"2 and for ^He for 

.347/771-2 < qf2 < 20/771-2, for almost the same range as Frosch et al. 

It has been the subject of interest for theorists to suggest a model which can 

reproduce the experimentaUy observed data. Some theoretical models have been 

suggested, and the first minimum and second maximum have been investigated by 

these models. Some of which are unable to reproduce even the first minimum, for 

example, the pure nuclear sheU model, whUe others resulted in a very low values of 

the second maximum as compared with the experimental value. 
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The theoretical model, in which wave function is improved by invoking 

Jastrow-type correlation function to the pure sheU-model calculations showed some 

improvement in the charge form factor, for example, as can be seen in Figure 8.1 

that the first minimum is obtained at almost the correct position. But the second 

maximum is obtained near g2 = 14.5/771-2, which is somewhat off from the 

experimental value which is 16 /77i-2 [46]. Figure 8.2 shows the comparison of 

experimental and theoretical data for "He up to (f = 60fm~^. Figure 8.4 and 

Figure 8.8 show that charge form factor for the correlated wave function shows 

that the second maximum at q^ = 15fm~^ which is also off by lfm~^. 

R.G. Arnold et al. [47] performed many measurements in 1978 on "He and ^He 

for momentum, transfer up to 100 fm~^ and came up with the results that for ^He 

there is a second minimum around q^ » 75fm,~^ and a third maximum around 

^2 ^ 8O/771-2. PQJ. 4gg^ there is second minimum around q^ « 50fm,~^ and third 

maximum around q^ « 55fm~^. Various models have been suggested theoreticaUy 

to reproduce these experimentaUy observed facts; some of them are able to get 

close to experiment for the low momentum transfer, but are far off from the 

experiment at intermediate and high momentum regions. In this work, we have 

tried to calculate the form factor of ^He and "He using (1) groimd-state wave 

function, purely SheU Model, (2) ground-state wave function with Short-Range 

Correlation, and (3) mixing certain percentage of the higher configuration in the 

ground-state wave function. 
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It is observed that none of these theoretical data is able to produce the 

experimental data for the entire range of momentum transfer, i.e., 

0.1/771-2 < g 2 < 100/771-2. 
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Theoretical and experimental charge form factor of ^He. The 
triangles are the data from ref.[40], stars are the data from ref. [46], and 
the solid circles are data from ref. [47]. The solid line is the charge forfn 
factor of ^He in S-state, the dotted line is the charge form factor of ^He with 
configuration mixing with a = 0.703 frn~^ 

Figure 8.1: Theoretical and experimental, form factor of ^He (a) 
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Theoretical and experimculal charge form factor of ''He. The solid 
circles are the data from ref.[44], and stars are the data from ref. [47]. The 
solid line is the charge form factor of 'He in S-state, and the dotted line is the 
charge form factor of ''He with configuration mixing with a\ — 0.73 fm~'. .5in 

Figure 8.2: Theoretical and experimental form factor of "He (b) 
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Theoretical and experimental charge form factor of ''He. The 
experimental data is same as in Fig.(8.1). The solid line is the charge form 
factor of ^He in S-state, the dotted line is the chitfge form factor of ^He with 
configuration mixing, with harmonic oscillator parameter: a = 0.703 frn~', 
and the dash-dot line is the charge form factor of ^He using correlation using 
correlation parameter: k = 2.71 frn~^ 

Figure 8.3: Theoretical and experimental form factor of ^He (c) 
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Theoretical and experimental charge form factor of ^He. The ex
perimental data is same as in Fig.(8.2). The solid line is the charge form 
factor of ^He in S-state, the dotted line is the charge form factor of ''He with 
configuration mixing, with harmonic oscillator parameter: a = 0.73 fm~' 
and the dash-dot line is the charge form factor of ^He using correlation, with 
harmonic oscillator parameter: ai = 0.82 £m~' and correlation parameter: 
k, = 2.8 im-K 

Figure 8.4: Theoretical and experimental form factor of "He (d) 
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Theoretical and experimental charge form factor of ^He. The ex
perimental data is same as in Fig.(8.1). The soUd Une is the charge form 
factor of ^He in S-state, the dotted Une is the charge form factor of He with 
configuration mixing, with harmonic oscillator parameter: a = 0.703 fm ' 
and the dash-dot Une is the charge form factor of ^He using correlation using 
correlation parameter: k = 2.71 frn-^ and a =0.815 frn ' . 

Figure 8.5: Theoretical and experimental form factor of ^He (e) 
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Theoretical and experimental charge form factor of ^He. The 
experimental data is same as in Fig.(8.2). The soUd line is the charge form 
factor of ^He in S-state, the dotted line is the charge form factor of ^He with 
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Figure 8.6: Theoretical and experimental form factor of "He (f) 
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Figure 8.7: Theoretical and experimental form factor of ^He (g) 
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Theoretical and experimental charge form factor of ^He. The exper
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Figure 8.8: Theoretical and experimental form factor of "He (h) 
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Theoretical and experimental charge form factor of 'He. The ex
perimental data is the same as in Fig.(8.1). The soUd Une is the charge form 
factor of ^He calculated from hadron-quaik-hybrid model with 96% S-state 
+ 4% D-state ref.[17]. 

Figure 8.9: Theoretical and experimental form factor of ^He (i) 
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Figure 8.10: Theoretical and experimental form factor of "He (j) 



CHAPTER IX 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

We have shown that the mixing of higher configuration in the harmonic 

oscUlator sheU model wave function of ^He and "He due to residual two-body 

interaction is important. The residual interaction being Reid Soft Core type is 

used to obtain correct excitation energy of "He to the first excited state and gives 

the admixture coefficients of the order of 8% for ^He and 12% for "He nucUde. It is 

of interest to note that only (ls)2(2s) and (ls)^(2s) terms in ^He and "He, 

respectively, contribute to the charge form factors as obtained from elastic electron 

scattering. The configuration mixing improves the form factor substantiaUy over 

the one without any configuration mixing for both ^He and "He nucUde for low 

momentum transfer. In order to fit the energy of the first excited state of "He, we 

had to vary the strength parameters of the residual interaction by about the 

factors -30, 10, and 0.9, the original Reid potential parameters. 

In fact that we obtained such poor agreement for elastic scattering at large q 

values indicates that the complete set in which we are expanding the wave 

function may not be very suitable one. Other evidence, such as that based on the: 

(1) Mixing of D-state by about 16% [16] for "He gives a second minimum at the 

right place when nucleon short-range correlation is invoked in the wave function. 

However, the third maximum is short by more than two orders of magnitude. 
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(2) The meson exchange current produces the simUar effect. It, however, 

displaces the first minimum and second maximum from the right location [75]. 

(3) But when short-range correlation with the meson exchange current is 

invoked, both second minimum and third maximum are obtained. In this situation 

whUe first minimum and second and third maximum are reasonably weU produced, 

the second minimum appears for much smaller value of g2 than where it is 

observed [75]. 

At large momentum transfer in high energy electron scattering from these Ught 

nucUde we are assuming them to be loosely bound system of elementary particles, 

namely the structureless neutrons and protons. At high energy, this assumption 

does not remain valid. Protons and neutrons start revealing their inner structure 

around (f > 25 fm~^, where the beam of the scattered electrons is able to give 

finer details of the interior features of the nucleons within the nucleus. The 

electrons get into a very small spatial volume where quark degrees of freedom play 

important role and conventional nuclear physics wave function does not account 

for this new feature in this domain. When quark degrees of freedom are duly taken 

into account a much better agreement of calculation with observed data is 

obtained. This feature is noticed in heUum isotopes also (see Figs. 8.7 - 8.10) [17]. 

Finally, we learn from this that whUe the mixing of higher configurations is 

important in improving the situation of the harmonic osciUator model of ^He auid 

"He without configuration mixing at low momentum transfer, it does not account 
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fuUy for their charge form factors at large momentum transfer. In that region, 

some short-range nuclear correlation and a certain percentage of D-state and 

quark degrees of freedom are important [83-96]. 
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APPENDIX A 

TRAPEZOIDAL METHOD 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define alpha 0.815 
#definepi(2.0*asin(1.0)) 

double integralO, fO; 

main() 
{ 

double ans, al,a2,bl,b2; 
ans = integral(); 
printf (" The integral of f(x) is %f \n", ans); 

double integral (w) 
double w; 

{ int i,n; 
double a,b,delta,sum; 
a = 0.001; b = 8.0 ; /* limits of int */ 
n = 300; /* # of steps */ 
delta = (b-a)/n; 
sum = (f(a) + f(b)) * 0.5; 
for( i=l ; i<n; i -H-) 
{ sum = sum + f(a+i*delta);} 
sum=sum*delta; 
retum (sum); 

} 

double f(x) 
double x; 
{ double Y; 

Ŷ  ^— 4'''x'''x'''x"l~3' 
/* Y=0.5*(pow(alpha,5.0))*(sqrt(1.0/(3.0*pi)))*(l/0.7)*x*(exp(-alpha*alpha*x*x) 
*(-10.463*exp(-0.7*x)-1650.6*exp(-4.0*0.7*x)+6484.2*exp(-7.0*0.7*x));*/ 
/* Y = 0.5/0.7*(pow(alpha,3.0))*sqrt(3.0/pi);*/ 
/* Y = 0.5/0.7*(pow(alpha,5.0))xp(-x*x/2.0)/(sqrt(3.0*pi));*/ 

/* Y = x*(exp(-0.5*alpha*alpha*x*x))*exp(-7.0*0.7*x);*/ 

retum (Y); 
} 
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APPENDIX B 

SIMPSON'S RULE 

/* This fimction employs the Simpson Rule to 
perform the integration */ 

#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <string.h> 

#define mu 0.7 
#definepi2.0*asin(1.0) 
#define traps 11 

#defineh 10.463 
#define alpha 0.815 

double funcl,func2; 
int n,k; 
double sum,m,h ,odd,even; 
double frl; 
double pg; 
double fimc(double,double); 

double p =0.5; 
double first =0.1; 
double last =4.0; 

main() 

{ 

n = traps-1; 
m = pow(2.0,(double)n); 
h = (last - first)/m; 

funcl=func(p,first); 

func2=func(p,last); 
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sum = funcl + func2; 
for(k=l;k<=m/2;k++) 
{ 

odd = first+ h *(double)(2*k-l); 

even = first + h *(double)(2*k); 
sum += 4.0*func(p,odd) + 2.0*func(p,even); 

} 
pg=h'^*sum/3.0 ; 

printf("The integral ofthe function is %f\n", pg ); 
} 

double func(double pi,double r) 

{ 

double N,Nl,N2,fl,f2,f3,fr,frl,fr2,frl l,q,x,jO; 
N=4.0*(pow(alpha,3.0))/sqrt(pi); 
Nl=8.0*(pow(alpha,5))/3*sqrt(pi); 
N2=16.0*(pow(alpha,7))/15*sqrt(pi); 
x = q*r; 
q=1.0; 
/*jO = (sin(x))/x;*/ 

fr2=N*(pow(r,2.0))*(exp(-alpha*alpha))*(sin(q*r))/(q*r); 
retum (fi"2); 

} 



APPENDDC C 

PROGRAM CODE FOR ADMIXTURE COEFFICIENTS 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

#definepi(2.0*asin(1.0)) 
/* #define mu 0.7 */ 
#defme alpha 0.815 

double integ(int, double); 
double fh(int, double, double); 
double al,a2,mu,a4,a6,a7,aal,aa2,aa4,aa6,aa7,al 1 ,a22,a44,a66,a77,coeff,coeffl; 

main() 
{ 
double nu,n,Nl,N2,hh,hl,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6,I,Il,I2,I3,I4,I5,I6; 
double kl ,k2,kkl ,kk2,k3,kk3,cnstt,vs,vt,EO,E 1 ,mul,mu2,mu4,mu6,mu7; 
int i; 

N1=1.22;N2=815; 
hi = -10.463; h2 = -1650.6; h3 = 6484.2; 
h4 = 105.468; h5 = -3187.8; h6 = 9924.3; 

printf("\n\n EO El Coeff \n\n"); 

/* RSC Original Parameters */ 

a l=integ( l , 1.0); 
a2 = integ( 1,2.0); 
a4 = integ( 1,4.0); 
a6 = integ( 1, 6.0); 
a7 = integ( 1,7.0); 
aal =integ(3, 1.0) 
aa2 = integ( 3, 2.0) 
aa4 = integ( 3, 4.0) 
aa6 = integ( 3, 6.0) 
aa7 = integ( 3, 7.0) 
a l l=integ(5 , 1.0) 
a22 = integ( 5, 2.0) 
a44 = integ( 5, 4.0) 
a66 = integ( 5, 6.0) 
a77 = integ( 5, 7.0) 

/* int (r*exp(-alpha^2r^2/2-mu*r) */ 

/*int (r*exp(-alpha^2r^2/2-6*mu*r) */ 

/*int ( r^3*exp(-alpha^2r^2/2-4*mu*r) */ 

kl =hl*al +h2*a4 + h3 *a7; 
k2 = hl*aal + h2*aa4 + h3 *aa7; 
k3=hl*a l l +h2*a44 + h3 *a77; 

kkl = hl*al + h4*a2 + h5*a4 + h6*a6 ; 
kk2 = hl*aal + h4*aa2 + h5*aa4 + h6*aa6 ; 
kk3 = hl*al 1 + h4*a22 + h5*a44 + h6*a66 ; 
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cnstt = ((pow(alpha,3.0))/mu)*sqrt(3.0/pi); 

vs = 0.5*cnstt* ( kl - alpha*alpha*k2/3.0); 
vt = 0.5*cnstt* 3* ( kkl - alpha*alpha*kk2/3.0); 

coeff =vs/55; /* 2hw = 2*27.5 MeV */ 
coeffl = vt/55; 

E0= 6*(kl+3*k2)/(pow(3,1.5)*(4*mu)); 

El=3/(pow(2,1.5)*(4*mu))*(Nl*(kH-3*k2)+N2*(15*(kl+3*k2)/16.0-.82*.82*(kkl+3*kk2) 
/8.0+pow(.82,4)/16*(k3+3*kk3))); 

printfC %f %f %f \n",EO,El,coeff); 

printf("\n\n\nal = %f,a4 = %f,a7 = %f\n", al,a4,a7); 
printfC'al = %f,a2=%f,a4=%f ,a6=%f\n\n", al,a2,a4,a6); 
printfC al*hl = %f a4*h2 = %f, a7*h3 = %fvn",al*hl,a4*h2 , h3*a7); 
printfC aal*hl = %f aa4*h2 = %f, aa7*h3 = %f\n",aal*hl,aa4*h2 , h3*aa7); 

printfC al*hl = %f a2*h4 = %f, a4*h5 = %f,a6*h6 = %f\n\n",al*hl ,h4*a2,h5*a4,h6*a6); 
printfC aal*hl = %f aa2*h4 = %f, aa4*h5 = %f,aa6*h6 = %f\n\n",aal*hl ,h4*aa2, 
h5*aa4,h6*aa6); 

printff k l = % f kkl =%f\n",kl,kkl); 
printfC k2 = %f kk2 = %f\n\n",k2,kk2); 
printfC vs = %f \n",vs); 
printfC vt = %f \n\n",vt); 

printfC coeff = % An", coeff); 
printfC coeffl = %f\n\n", coeffl); 

/*printf(" %f %f\n",vs ,vt); 
printf (" coeff: a = %f ,aa =%f\n", 0.529/55.0*(kl+ k2),0.529/55.0*(k3+ k4)); 
printf("\n\n I = r*(exp(-0.5*alpha*alpha*r*r)) * (exp(-nu*mu*r)) \n"); 
print 
print 
printfC - . . . . „ V XV ,. .-
printfC 14 = r*(exp(-0.5*alpha*alpha*r*r)) * (exp(-6*nu*mu*r)) \n"); 
printfC 15 = r*r*I\n"); 
printfC I6 = r*r*Il\n"); 
nrintfC 17 = r*r*I2\n"); 
printfC 18 = r*r*I3\n"); 
printfC 19 = r*r*I4\n\n");*/ 
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printfC coeff = %3.2f\n", coeff); 
pnntf(" coeffl = %3.2f\n\n", coeffl); 

/*for(i=0;i<10; i++) 
printfC The value of aa[%d]= %f,\n",i, aa[i]);*/ 

/*retum (0);*/ 

} 

double integ( int p, double nu) 

{ 
double sum,ans,odd,even,a,b,h,m,k,fhl,fh2; 
int i; 
m = 500; 
a = 0.001; 
b = 8.002; 
h = (b-a)/m; 

/*printf(" h=%f\n",h);*/ 
fhl = fh( p, a, nu); 
fh2 = fh( p, b, nu); 

sum = fhl + fh2 ; 
/*printf(" fhl = %f fh2=%f \n", fnl,fh2);*/ 
for (i = 1; i< m; i++) 

{ 
odd = a + (double)(2.0*i - l)*h; 
even = a + (double)2.0*i*h ; 

sum += 4.0*fh(p,odd,nu) + 2.0*fh(p,even,nu); 
} 

ans = h* sum/3.0; 
/* printfC ans = %f \n", ans);*/ 
retum (ans); 
} 

double fh( int p, double r, double nu) 

double f; 
mu = 0.7; 

f = (exp(-0.5*alpha*alpha*r*r)) * (exp(-nu*mu*r)) * pow(r,p); 
retum (f); 
} 


